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Panel dumps
KIRIS,chops
cash rewards
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

NATIONAL

Storms
batter South
By The Associated Press
Violent storms and tornadoes rolled across parts of the
South today, killing at least one
person, damaging homes and
bringing down power lines.
The severe weather was
caused by a cold front colliding
with warmer, moist air from the
Gulf of Mexico.
"We're going to have more
problems. It's not over," Mark
Cunningham of the National
Weather Service in Jackson,
Miss., said today. "We're setting up for severe weather."
Tornadoes struck early today
around Selma, Ala.
One person was killed in a
mobile home, said Dallas
County emergency coordinator
Hank James. Details were not
immediately available.
A tornado struck a mobile
home park north of Selma,
injuring at least 15 people. Local emergency management official Lloyd Harris said several
other people were injured with:
in a 10-mile radius of the trailer
Park.
East of Montgomery, Ala., an
apparent tornado struck
another mobile home park and
at least 15 injuries were
reported. Sheriff Dan Jones
said two people were believed
to missing.

WEATHER
Winter storm watch
tonight...
Today...Cloudy. Rain and
drizzle moving in later this
afternoon. Temperatures falling to around 40. South wind
becoming northwest at 10 to
15 mph by evening. Chance of
precipitation 80 percent.
Tonight...Cloudy rain
changing to freezing rain and
sleet. Precipitation will
become snow by morning.
Low around 25. Northwest
wind 10 to 15 mph. Chance of
precipitation 90 percent.
Thursday...Mostly cloudy.
Periods of light snow in the
morning. High in the mid 20s.
LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY.. 355.0,unc/44*
BARKLEY__ 354.5,unc/45*

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
"At least it
The stage is set for the legislative
starts the debate
debate over the fate of the testabout whether they
ing, assessment and reward programs in the 1990 education law.
should give out
The Budget Review Subcomrewards."
mittee on Education on Tuesday
deleted all current funding for the
Joe Barrows
reward program and chopped
State representative
nearly half of the money from the
testing program and left directions that nationally standardized
tests would be the preference.
local schools fund, increasing it
"At least it starts the debate by about S40 million. That is in.
about whether they should give addition to the extra funding for
out rewards," said Rep. Joe Bar- the aid program proposed by
rows, D-Versailles, the subcom- Gov.- Paul Patton.
mittee chairman.
The reward program could still
That debate has actually been have a future under the budget
raging almost since the testing proposal. About $40 million
program began and burned even remains in a fund from earlier
hotter when the first rewards — budgets for rewards.
some $26 million — were distriCody's primary objection to
buted last year.
the budget is the direction that
Opponents say the testing
school districts award 2.6 percent
program designed specifically for
salary increases each of the next
Kentucky is deeply flawed. And
two years to teachers and
because the rewards are based on
administrators.
performance on those tests, many
favor junking the entire system..
The state direction for salary
Education Commissioner Bill increases — advocated by Patton
Cody is not among them. "We — would be a departure from
believe we can demonstrate the past practice.
effectiveness of the progrpi to
Barrows said the committee
duca- revised the formula for distributthe General Assem
tion spokesman Jim Parks said ing the money so each district
Tuesday.
should have enough to cover the
The money garnered from
raises for the basic 185-day conjunking the testing would be
pumped into the basic state aid to • See Page 2

BERNARD i(ANE/Ledge S Times photo

HOMEWORKED: Gerry Reed, research librarian at the Calloway County Public Library, helps Calloway Middle School eighth grader Candis Goodaker with her social studies portfolio Tuesday as her
mother Sandra lends support.

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer _
In spite of heated opposition
Tuesday in Frankfort, efforts are
continuing to allow engineering
technology students to take an
exam that would enable them to
become licensed engineers in
Kentucky.
"I think the battle is on and

that both sides have presented
their case:: said Murray State
University President Dr. Kern
Alexander.

springboard for people wanting to
become licensed engineers in the
state.
Under the bill, graduates of
accredited engineering technical
programs could take a posteducation exam to judge fundamental knowledge of engineering.
After passing the exam, a person

Engineers turned out in large
numbers at a hearing before the
Senate Licensing and Occupations Committee to oppose the
bill that would allow engineering
technical programs to serve as a • See Page 2

GOP field accepting Dole's lead in race
By MIKE FEINSILBER
Associated Press Writer
Pat Buchanan said today that it
"appears inevitable" .,that Sen.
Bob Dole would be the Republican presidential nominee, but he
intensified his criticism of the
front-runner even as several alsorans were dropping out in the
face of Dole's eight-state primary
sweep.
4\
In Albany, N.Y., publisher
Steve Forbes, Dole's other major
rival, after attending a breakfast
cancelled the rest of his morning
events and called a news confer-

Forbes to make announcement
ence with "a major announcement" about the status of his
campaign. Forbes spokeswoman
Gretchen Morgenson tried to
dampen speculation Forbes would
drop out. "It is major but remember, he has said in the past, he's
in it for the long haul," she said.
As Dole flew to Texas to pick
up the endorsement of Gov.
George W. Bush — and the
blessings of his father, former

President Bush — two more
rivals for the GOP nomination,
Lamar Alexander and Dick
Lugar, were making their exit
announcements later today.
But Buchanan promised to carry his conservative message
across the country, calling Dole's
campaign "hollow, an empty
vessel." Dole supporters called
for party unity, but Buchanan
continued his sharp attacks.

't$
"Bob Dole has no ideas," he
said, charging that Dole won
"ugly." He called Dole's campaign "hollow, an empty
vessel."
"We think we can fill that vessel up with our ideas if he is the
nominee," Buchanan said, referring to party platform.
"We're going to fight all the
way to San Diego, create the kind
of Republican Party we think is

Whitfield
lectures
on LBL
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield took on
the role of educator Tuesday
regarding TVA's Lald Between
the Lakes and attempted to
explain it to fellow legislators.
In his testimony to the subcommittee on energy and water
appropriations. Whitfield emphasized the role LBL plays within
the TVA structure.
"I stressed that LBL; while a
part of the Tennessee Valley
Authority, has nothing to do with
the power side." he said. "The
government-forcibly removed 800
families from that land. We must
maintain the appropriations for
that land."
LBL, which consists of
170,000 acres, was designated a
national recreation area by President John F. Kennedy in 1963.
Through the use of eminent
domain by the federal govern-

MI See. Page 2

the party of the future," he said,
speaking to reporters in Miami.
In New York, which votes
Thursday, a tracking poll conducted Sunday through Tuesday
for the New York Post and Fox 5
television said Dole was gaining
strength in the aftermath of his
eight-state sweep Tuesday. The
poll said Dole was the choice of
48 percent of 566 likely Republican voters, up almost 6 percentage points from Tuesday. Forbes
III

See Page 2

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Members of the Murray State
University Faculty Senate
approved three resolutions Tuesday that could mean some additional benefits.
Those resolutions will now go
to MSU President Dr. Kern Aleunder. If he recommends them,
they will be taken to the board of
regents for final approval.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger S TIrres photo

WOMEN'S CONFERENCE: Murray State University Vice President of Student Affairs Don Robert-

son and MSU Staff Regent Marie Jones listen to Native American Victoria Fortner describe gender relationships through the myths and legends of the Shawnee tradition during Tuesday's ninth annual Celebrate Women conference in the Curris Center. Approximately 200 people attended the all-day conference.

The first resolution pertains to
sabbatical funding for faculty.
According to the resolution,
the senate requests that the administration develop a designated
funding account at the university
level that would contain funds
derived from the savings from
full-year leaves to operate the
sabbatical leave program.
The second resolution pertains
to tuition waiver transfers for
new faculty.
Under the current tuition waiver policy enacted by the universi.
• See Page 2
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LBL...

III Fight...

4

FROM PAGE 1
tract salaries.
The subcommittee reports are
early steps in the long legislative
budget process. The full House
Appropriations and Revenue
Committee will take up the

budgct later this week. The
Senate counterpart committee
could begin its budget tinkering

FROM PAGE 1
ment, residents on that land were
required to move.
Its mission is for environmen.next week. The ultimate resolu- tal education and outdoor
tion should come in the final days recreation.
of the session later this month.
"We want to do everything we
can to ensure there is not a shortage of funds," Whitfield said.
On Farm Performance 'rested EPD Bull Sale
"The government can't walk
March 15, 1996. Noon(CST) - Sale Day Phone: 502-338-0313
away from it."
LBL officials are currently
Muhlenberg County Livestock & Convention Center
seeking public comment on five
Highway 189 between Central City & Greenville, KY
preliminary concepts regarding
SELLING 43 BULLS:24 Corning Two Yr. Olds- 19 Fall 'feedings
the future of the preserve that
BREEDS: Angus- Polled Hereford- Brangus• Shorthorn - Gelbvieh
range from private land leases to
Spersened by- Mew* Crelemem e Arereale••beepersasa vba The Universry Kimardir Cape el *incubi»
the creation of a theme park,
John Stevenscri
Tim Dieted
resorts
and a golf course.
733 Red lAlle Road
502 Poppiewel Lane
Kuehl:mew
So far, the public response has
KY 40504
Lexington,
Danville, KY 0422
CrEtteS
Torn GUTIM011
606-233-3722
been heated. Whitfield held a
Office: 1062364591 IDIEVERt
inaptme=
Fax: 6064814043
Home: 606234.2840
public forum in late February
seeking input and was handed a
petition with 3,000 signatures
from those opposing commercialization at LBL.
"Everyone I have talked to is
opposed to the five concepts,"
Whitfield said.
Although LBL is taking steps
to become 80 percent self suffi-

SELF DIRECTED IRAs
FOR TODAY'S INVESTOR
• Corporate Bonds
• Annuities
• Government Bonds
• Stocks
• Mutual Funds
• Unit Trusts

•Benefits...
FROM PAGE 1
ty, new faculty are not eligible
for the benefit until they have
been employed for one year.
The policy provides the ability
to transfer any unused portion of

MARK D. EDWARDS
Investment Broker

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

• do UNITED.COMMONWFALITi BANK
1 1 1 1 MAIN ST.• MURRAY, KY 42071
(502) 767-0302 • 1-800-351-6273

Pick 3
0-3-8
Pick 4
5-6-9-1
Cash 5
4-19-26-28-30

THE BROKERS OF

1C Braciford&Co
Trt RELAT•

BETWItN YOU AND YOUR FURAI

IMBIR NE14 101t1,

on.,[lb IANCE, INC •MEMBIRCIPC

raa
irirtie

se&ur,t,es .nyolve nsIt as to rintip,tIIocc and art cuhtect to marketflu,tuattort cuh that when
sold or redeemed. an Investor may 'runty mare or lec than their oriatnal sect investments in stenches are not
KAI:muted or quararteed hy the Bark
investments

Sponsored by:

Shirai
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FROM PAGE 1
cient and therefore not as depenfederal
appropriations, would be required to serve an
dent upon
that figure was not generated by apprenticeship and pass another
Congress.
exam before becoming a licensed
"That mandate did not come engineer.
from us," Whitfield said. "I am
Currently, MSU and Western
assuming that was an in-house Kentucky University offer such
figure."
programs.
During the budget battle last
"Since we first raised this
July, Whitfield was instrumental issue, the engineers have been
in fighting for LBL appropria- lobbying hard," Alexander said.
tions. However, he ran up against "They gbt commitments from the
roadblocks from fellow legisla- committee members without givtors who had no idea what LBL ing them all the facts."
was.
As a result, Sen. Jeff Green
"We needed to be more decided to delay action on the
responsible in showing members bill until the interim session,
what LBL is all about," Whitfield which will be held after this sessaid.
sion has ended and prior to the
He also emphasized that he has beginning of the next one. Green
written a letter to the TVA board is the sponsor of the bill.
of directors requesting a meeting
"We won't get anything
to discuss LBL.
through this session because the
"I would expect that we will committee members can't go
meet before too long," he said. "I against their
commitments," Alealso asked them not to begin the xander said. "We
will continue
implementation of any of the fighting
for it in the interim
concepts.
session."
"I am cautiously optimistic that
According to Alexander, pasit can all be worked out," he said.

sage of the bill would impact
between 20 and 30 MSU
students.
Currently, MSU engineering
technology 'studertts are able to
take the exam outside Kentucky.
"We've never prepared students for the test before," he said.
"All engineering schools have a
course that prepares students for
the test. We are planning to do
that this year."
Supporters said dozens of
states allow graduates of the
technical programs to take the
first exam. Kentucky's refusal
means those students must go
elsewhere to pursue goals of
becoming engineers, they said.
"We're asking merely for the
opportunity to prove ourselves,"
said Cynthia Payne, a Murray
State student.
Several dozen engineers
attended to show their opposition.
One of them, Craig Avery, said
the bill was akin to letting a paralegal take the bar exam.
Information also provided by
the Associated Press.

II GOP...

the benefit to the faculty member's spouse or dependent
FROM PAGE 1
children.
was at 19 percent, while BuchaIn approving this resolution, nan trailed at 15 percent. The poll
the senate pointed out that had a margin of error of 4 perbecause faculty members are centage points.
under contract, they are not able
Dole's clean sweep of all eight
to work a few months and then "Junior Tuesday" states severely
quit simply to obtain the benefit. wounded Buchanan and Forbes,
Senators also emphasized that and many party figures said that
this benefit is useful in recruiting Dole had a lock on the GOP
faculty.
nomination.
The third resolution pertains to
"It's over," Republican pollan increase in the tuition waiver ster Bob Teeter said, surveying
benefit.
Dole's sweep. Buchanan accepted
Currently, the policy is limited as much, with a caveat: "I still
to funding only four courses per think there's a very, very long
year for each faculty member.
shot that Senator Dole could
Under the resolution, the poli- stumble badly."
cy would be increased to provide
Buchanan was coy about
full tuition coverage for all facul- whether he would support Dole
ty spouses and dependent under all circumstances, avoiding
children.
answering the question directly.
In other business, the senate:
He told one interviewer,
*Heard a report from Linda "There's no doubt Senator
Miller, systems analyst, regarding Dole's nomination appears inevittechnology issues.
able," but told another, "I still
Miller said an agreement with
think there's a very, very long
MCI to provide local Internet shot that Senator Dole could
access has been expanded. It is stumble badly."
now $12 a month for students,
He wavered on whether he
faculty, staff and members of the
would support a GOP ticket
community. Instead of 15 hours headed by Dole and said many of
connect time, it now offers 60 his supporters probably would
hours.
not.
*Heard a report from faculty
"They certainly would not, as
regent Nancey France about the of this moment, given the characrecent board meeting, as well as ter of the campaign Senator Dole
important legislative issues.
has conducted with the attacks
*Heard a report from Don
and the extremist nonsense, all
Robertson, vice president for stuthe rest of it," he said.
dent affairs, regarding the resiAs for whether he might bolt
dential college concept.
to a third party, Buchanan
*Heard a report from faculty
hedged.
senate president James Willis
"I'm not saying I'm ruling
regarding a meeting he had with __anything like that in ...," he said.
Alexander.
"I'm not saying what I'm going
"I mentioned to him that to do at all. I'm going to the
obtaining supplies from some- Republican convention. I've
place other than central stores always supported the nominee."
was hurting the departments,"
Buchanan recalled recent hisWillis said. "He said he would tory: Ross Perot's independent
ask for an items cost analysis to bid in 1992 which won 19 perbe run and to the extent that more cent of the national vote, and,
money is required, the university
many observers think, assured
will furnish that amount to the President Clinton's election.
departments. He said closing cen"There's a huge broad mass of
tral stores saved the university
middle America that's unrepremoney."
sented ... My view is these people
are not going to go unrepresented
forever," he said.
Perot this year is forming a
third party, but hasn't said who
its nominee might be. He. and
Buchanan see eye-to-eye in their
opposition to the North Atlantic
Free Trade Agreement, which
Buchanan blames for much of the

L. 9 A.M. TO NOON
SATURDAY

economy's troubles.
Publishing heir Forbes, the
other troublesome rival for Dole,
said he is in the race "for the
duration."
With the prize seemingly within grasp at last — Dole's sought
it for 16 years — he kept his
emotions in close check at a
Washington rally. Still, he
beamed.
"Thank you, Colorado, thank
you, Connecticut," the Kansan
ran through the roll call of states
that had come through for him. "Thank you Georgia, thank
you Maine," he said, finishing
the list — Maryland, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and
Vermont.
Republican caucuses were conducted, as well, in Minnesota and
Washington state. Results
trickled in slowly, but a straw
vote in Minnesota looked good
for Dole.
Dole did his best to make his
nomination seem forgone, locked
up. "We've found a leader to
bring the Republican Party
together," he said, directing his
fire at President Clinton.
Clinton faced only minor
opposition in the four states that
held Democratic primaries.
All told, Dole added 199 delegates Tuesday to the 91 that he
had won earlier, giving him 290
of the 996 needed to win the
nomination.
Forbes is a distant second, with
72 delegates. Buchanan has 62.
On Thursday, New York state
votes, with 93 delegates at stake,
and next Tuesday — "Super
Tuesday" — offers a lode: 362
delegates.
Dole predicted he would pia(
up 90 percent of the delegates in
New York.
Forbes said he hoped to do
well in New York but acknowledged he only had a few days.
"I don't know whether that's
going to be time enough to do
ii"
Forbes was disappointed by
Jack Kemp's decision to — again
— withhold an endorsement. Forbes wanted to announce it in Buffalo, N.Y., which cheered Kemp
when he played professional football there and then sent him to
Congress. Forbes and Kemp both
champion supply side economic
ideas; Forbes got in the race
when Kemp decided not to.

ALL REGISTERED REPUBLICANS
Are Urged To Attend And Participate

APR Financing
on Simplicity
Garden Tractors!'

Medical Arts Building
Suite 480W
300 South 8th St.
Murray, KY 42071

HImpIIcIIq
Outdoor Power

*Revolving Charge Plan is available to
qualified customers with 15% down.
Minimum payment based on 1/36th
repayment terms at 7.90% APR.
Minimum Finance Charge SO cents.

In The Calloway County

REPUBLICAN MASS CONVENTION
10:00 A.M., SATURDAY, MARCH 16, 1996
Calloway County Library
The purposes of this Convention are (I) to fill any vacancies in Precinct
Officers which may exist after the Precinct Conventions,
(2) to elect a member of each of seven Committees of the District Convention.
and (3) to elect 12 Delegates and ate same number
of Alternates to attend the 12 District Convention and the

1996
KENTUCKY REPUBLICAN STATE CONVENTION
All registered Retubbcan voters (except those. Who switched their registration
to Republican after January 30, 1996), who reside in said County,
are eligible to participate in the County Mass Convention
_ and to_saeg _a poon as a Delegate or Alternate to the
District and State Conventions.

759-9200

.r
For fattier information, please contact:
Ron Ball, County Chairman (753-7990) or:

Lamb's
Small Engine

No Appointment Necessary

Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-2

Republican Party of Kentucky
Post Office Box 1068
Frankfort, Kentucky 40602
Phone: 502/075-5130
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Head of alleged stock fraud scheme extradited
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
McCracken County prosecutors
wasted no time in returning a
man charged with stock fraud to
Kentucky after the Tennessee
Supreme Court ended his effort
to fight extradition.
Edward "Elie" Rabic —
named in a 34-count fraud indictment in Paducah — was brought
from Nashville on Tuesday after
prosecutors learned the high court
had denied Ftabie's appeal of a

court ruling ordering him to stand
trial in Kentucky.
McCracken County sheriff's
deputies were dispatched to the
Tennessee welcome center near
Clarksville, Tenn., met Davidson
County, Tenn., police and
accepted Rabic.
Tennessee officials have been
trying to get Rabie out of the
Davidson County Jail, where he
ran up more than $150,000 in
expenses, including medical care.

Study finds courses
are self supporting
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A
study found that off-campus classes offered by community colleges pay for themselves, but
raised concerns that they may
draw students away from nearby
private colleges.
The study was presented Monday at a meeting of the Council
on Higher Education.
Universities and the community college system spent about
$14.7 million to offer classes offcampus, said Ken Walker, the
council's deputy executive director for finance. But those classes
generated about $16.3 million,
most of it from tuition.
"Extended-campus centers are
not a drain on on-campus activities," Walker said.
The council is attempting to
write a new policy to deal with
issues such as extended-campus
centers. At Monday's meeting, it
said it may hold public hearings
throughout the state before it
makes the policy final in July.
Executive Director Gary Cox said
the meetings have not been
scheduled.
• Universities and community
colleges in the last decade have
offered more and more courses at
sites away from campus. More
than 10,000 students now take
such courses, which reach about
three-fourths of Kentucky
counties.
But the movement has sparked
debate about how it might affect
other state higher education
issues, like unnecessary duplication and access.
"If you have access to higher
education, you tend to think
there's too much duplication,"
Cox said. "If you don't have it,

you don't think so."
The council also investigated
the nature of the courses being
offered at the sites, said Larry
Fowler, who is coordinating the
study.
To be considered a degree
program, at least 75 percent of
the courses must be available at
the off-campus site.
Under that guideline, there are
93 programs that let students
make substantial progress toward
a degree solely through offcampus classes, Fowler said. That
includes graduate degree programs in about a dozen fields.
"It's not just a bunch of random courses out there," he said.
"If students aren't getting a
degree, it's probably not because
of a problem with a lack of
courses."
But the study also found that
the proliferation of off-campus
sites has affected some nearby
independent colleges.
That could be a dangerous situation, said Fred Mullinax, president of the Association of Independent Kentucky Colleges and
Universities.
"There is a very real possibility of some of our schools
encountering major difficulties in
the not-too-distant futu 'Mullinax told the counc
Council member Robert Blake
also questioned how the independent colleges could compete With public colleges, which have
cheaper tuition.
"In the long range, what's
going to happen to places like
CuMberland and Sue Bennett?"
Blake asked. "It sounds like the
supermarket veisus the corner
grocery."

He has been on a partial hunger
strike, eating only hard candy, for
more than a year to protest the
extradition proceedings, and
needs special medical attention.
Rabie was indicted more than
three years ago in connection
with the collapse of Onecard
Health Systems Inc. The company Rabic promoted in Paducah
failed after at least 30 investors
bought more than $1.25 million
in stock. The indictment charges

B & B ELECTRONICS
100A SOUTH 13th STREET, MURRAY

MARCH

MARCH
Professional VCR Cleaning
$10
$10
SPECIAL Includes cleaning of video, erase, control & SPECIAL
audio heads. Cleaning of tape path including
transport, guides & posts. Regreasing of
gears, tracks & mechanisms.

••••

PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — City
officials are conducting a special
audit to determine the source of
$50,000 in cash that turned up
following a reorganization of the
Western Area Narcotics Team.
An inventory uncovered the
money in the agency's old offices
after it moved to police headquarters, and Capt. Bill Gordon was
removed as head of the unit
under the shakeup ordered by
Mayor Albert Jones.
City Manager Jerry Hoover
said discovery of the cash indicates that 1993 recommendations
by the Kentucky Justice Cabinet
for handling money and evidence
were not being followed.
Hoover said officers apparently
were not following a procedure,
specifically called for in the Justice Cabinet report, for handling
cash and evidence.
"If they had been following
the recommendations, there
wouldn't have been $50,000 in
cash in the offices," Hoover said.
Among the recommendations
was for a procedure for depositing all of the narcotic' team's
money into a special account.
Employees of the city finance
department were willing to help
establish proper procedures,
according to the report.
The Justice Cabinet made
recommendations after an exten-

sive investigation of the agency.
The narcotics task force has
been funded by a federal grant
since 1988 to investigate drug
activity in the Purchase region.
Although the Paducah Police
Department is the lead agency in
administering the grant and coordinating investigations, 20 other
law enforcement agencies are
involved.
The cabinet's investigation
occurred in the wake of several
public controversies over the
agency's management. They
included a disclosure that narcotics team personnel and equipment had been used for surveillance on some elected officials
and private citizens for what
appeared in some cases to be vindictive reasons.
Portions of the report's findings that were later purged by the
Justice Cabinet included numerous complaints concerning Gordon's management of the unit,
The Paducah Sun reported Tuesday in a copyright story.
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82, Tax Service
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Your locally owned and operated Soars Authorized Retail Dealer Store

THURSDAY MARCH 7 THROUGH SATURDAY MARCH 9
extra. Gas model dryers ;Aced higher. TV semens measured d1aganaity,
awns Inventoried In warehouses Allow reasonable time lot delivery.
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••••■••••• wawa
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Fre.fectery-installed
icemaker-a $100 value
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Kenmore'
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43532

599.99
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The Paducah Sun tried to get a
copy of the full report in 1993,
but the Justice Cabinet denied an
Open Records request for it.

«IQ
65031

Mtr #SR2
r- 52S)

Through March 12 Reg 69999

Save $100
• 20.0 Cu. ft.' refrigerator
• Adjustable shelves
• Gallon door storage
• Twin crispers, meat drawer

269.99 ;nzut94-^9
Save '30

drr/e
finciiirtiTharge
for 3 months!'

The complete report was
obtained recently from a source
who asked not 'to be identified.

TV with MIS broadcast stereo,
remote. Dark glass picture tube
•••

Kenmore'.

34412

Ice/crushed ice/water dispenser

el

\\*\%
Ken

There Was a Young Lady Named Bess,
, In a Sad State of Panic and Stress,
She'd Looked Far and Wide,
But Couldn't Decide.
Then Came Heft—and She
Got It tor Less!

hunger strike obvious tit
appeared frail and looked as
though he weighs only about
point's.
McCracken County sheriff's
deputies said Rabic had complained that his hip was hurting
him, and he was wheeled Iron;
the deputies' cruiser into the jai'
in a wheelchair.
Tennessee officials have said
they intend to seek full or partial
compensation from Kentucky for
Rabic's jail costs.

company was in bankruptcy and
its assets were sold off.
Rabie was arrested in Nashville on Jan. 3, 1993, after being
lured to Tennessee by Kentucky
officials. He fought extradition,
claiming that he was not, in Kentucky when the alleged crimes
were committed and that he could
not get a fair trial in Paducah.
On Tuesday, Rabie arrived at
the McCracken County Jail about
7 p.m. CST, the effects of his

(502) 767-0555

Reg. 74999

Officials check source of money

that Rabie lied about the company's financial condition and
hid his own extensive criminal
record, which incrudes convictions and charges around the
globe.
Onecard made a "smart card,"
a credit card with a microchip
embedded in it that could be used
to store medical records and billing information. Within months
after Rabie's announcement that
it would locate in Paducah, the

II

ofre'

Er
441111

:
Kenrno:
414
6

999.99

25751

Through March 12 Reg 122999

Save $230
• 21 6 cu ft.' refrigerator
• Spill-proof, adjustable glass shelves
• Adjustable gallon door storage

119.99 zrriar-

h9

Save '80
12.0-amp upright with on-board
tools, clean air system..

rghtzu
429.99
Extra-capacity

3/12

SAVE $40.
Plus 11-cycle washer.
465751 10-cycte dryer. rag 379 99
349.99
thru March 12

55261
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Charlie Adams - Pharmacist

"No

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
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Glendale at Whitnell
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753-4175
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paym•nts. billing or flnanc•
until June 1996 on those
K•nmore refrigerators with Sears
D•loyed Billing Option on Sears Card
and SearsChorge FILMS Be sure to ask tor
this option Our Sales Associates have
all Mil details OFFER EXPIRES March 12
S•• important Credit t•rms at right
A 1400 minimum purchase is required to
open a SearsCharge PLUS account

charga•
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Resolution
Editor's Note: Thefollowing is a resolution presented to the Board of
hrectors ofthe Murray Electric System on Feb 26. Directors are: Cliff
Cochran, Dr. Robert Etherton, Alvis Jones, Bob Billington, Tommy
('arroll, John A. Gregory - secretary and Tony Thompson superintendent.)
Resolution
Whereas, Dr. Joseph H. Rexroat departed this life On the 24th day of
December, 1995, and the Board of Directors of the Murray Electric
System by adopting this resolution desire to recognize the contributions
of Dr. Joseph H. Rexroat to the Board and the System and to express its
sincere sympathy for the loss to all,
Whereas, Dr. Joseph H. Rexreiat as a member of Murray City Council
was appointed to the Board of Directors of the Murray Electric System in
April of 1995, and he served faithfully until failing health would not
permit him to attend meetings,
Whereas, during his tenure on the Board, Dr. Rexroat participated
with keen interest in the decisions before the Board, and he always
contributed ttiereto with his experience as a member of the Murray City
Council and other civic organizations to which he had given his time,
Now, therefore, be it resolved that the Board of Directors of the
Murray Electric System, Murray, Kentucky,extends its sympathy to the
family of Dr. Joseph H. Rexroat for his untimely loss, and in order that
his valuable contributions to the System will never be forgotten, this
resolution is hereby adopted.'
Be it further resolved that this resolution be spread on the minutes of
Board of Directors and become a permanent part of the records of the
System and that copies thereof be sent to the family of Dr. Rexroat as a
token of rememberancc.
I

FROM OUR READERS
LBL more than land, trees
Dear Editor:
I want to voice my opinion in the Land Between The Lakes issue. It's
only my opinion,but it is mine and it can't be taken away from me,unlike
my family's heritage.
My husband's father was raised at LBL along with his brother. Their
father died and was buried at LBL. My husband has spent summers at
LBL since he was 6 weeks old. We were married there at Bacon Creek.
Our kids were raised to respect and love LBL,just as their dad does.Our
6-year-old grandson had his first camping trip to Land Between The
Lakes at the age of 2 months. His first words were "Papa's Lake."
Our grandson knows more about LBL than most adults. My two sons
and my grandson have a love for wildlife and nature and it has added to
`their characters. It has made them respect the elderly,the outdoors and
their heritage. How can I tell my grandson that life as he has known it
doesn't exist any longer?
Do we dare teach our youth that there's no trust in the government,that
thing we have taught them,and the history of Land Between The
cs is all a he. That's what it will be if LBL is taken away from us with
,ins ol these five concepts they are offering us.
I guess it will be decided for us, yes, we can give our opinions, but
titis listening? That's what we have gotten so far.
I.BL is all that is left of many peoples memories of their childhood and
-tPcir loved ones that are buried there. Do we just forget about them?
I think it's a pitiful situation when apparently some lawyers in New
York, who have no connection with LBL, can come in and take
something so precious, to so many people, young and old for a dollar.
Land Between The Lakes is more than just land and trees. It's
memories, dreams, and it's home to many people. And their home has
already been taken away from them one time, why should we stand by
and let them take it again?
Sheila Higgins
Murray, KY, Rt. 6 Box 330F

Writer liked shelter series

z

Dear Editor:
I want to thank the Ledger and Amy Wilson in particular for "Finding
Common Ground," the recent series of articles on the Humane Society
and its relationship to the Calloway County Animal Shelter.
At a time when it is distressingly obvious that the public needs
massive education with regard to animal welfare, your paper and Ms.
Wilson have done a responsible public service with that series.
Among many important points made in the series, 1 think the
following bear repeating:
(1) Too many animals die every year at this shelter and across the
nation; spaying and neutering pets is a must to reduce the numbers of
unwanted animals. This responsibility rests with pet owners.
(2) Shelter animals not reclaimed by their owners are unwanted
creatures, abandoned; many have been abused and/or neglected. The
Humane Society has established strict adoption guidelines to protect
these animals and to protect the families who adopt them.
(3)Licensing laws should be enforced. Animals brought to the shelter
wearing up-to-date tags can be reunited with their owners quickly. Dogs
cannot buy collars, licenses and I.D. tags; their owners must do that. At
this time, not many do.
(4)The Humane Society has a variety of tasks,only one of which is to
operate the shelter. Humane education'; pet-assisted therapy, and the
low-cost spay/neuter program are but three other areas in which the
Society is active on behalf of animals and people of the community.
The Humane Society's goals today are the same as they were when the *.
organization began: to relieve suffering among animals, to prevent cruelty to animals,and to further humane education. It is with these goals
in mind that we want to find "common ground" with all of the people of-Calloway County. We hope the Ledger will continue to help us do just
that.
Katharine W. Cohen
Education director, Humane Society &Calloway County
Route 5, Box 941, Murray, KY 42071

Time to talk about shelter
The recent controversy at the Calloway County Animal Shelter has galvanized our
community.
This heightened awareness is a perfect time
for a dialogue. The problem — for too long
there's been no conversation.
Instead, we've maintained the status quo. The
animal shelter is operating under a 1987 contract — a contract that is supposed to be
renewed yearly but instead has stood as the only
formal arrangement between the county and the
society for the last nine years.
While the county is not under any legal obligation to operate a shelter, we are responsible
for enforcing any county or state laws on animal
control. Just as the city is responsible for
enforcing its own ordinances.
We do not advocate that the county take control of the shelter. We believe such a move
would set back what has been a positive, driving force in our community.

We do, however, advocate a more aggressive
partnership between all three parties. That may
include financial support if it's deemed
necessary:
Granted there are many different philosophies
regarding animal control. In order to operate an
animal shelter, there must be common ground.
If animal populations are not controlled through
euthanasia, officials should agree to that and
then build a facility for the permanent housing
of unwanted animals.
It's time our local governments give support
to a group of volunteers who have never wavered from their commitment to the shelter.
An invitation from the humane society has
been extended to both city and county officials
to talk about our animal control issues. We
believe all parties are ready to form stronger
alliances to support this need in the community.
It's time these issues come out of the doghouse and see the light in Calloway County.

Something like Fred & Ginger
Michael. Grant Jaffe's first book,
scheduled to be out in April,is every
wannabe novelist's dream. "Dance
Real Slow" boasts a 40,000 copy
first printing; a national promotional campaign;film rights sold to
Fox; English, Dutch, German and
French publishing rights lined up; a
contract for the audio version in the
bag; book club commitments; and a
six-figure minimum for the paperback bidding process.
If that isn't enough already, the
author is a hunk — intensely darkeyed, broad shouldered,and brooding — if the picture on the back is
reasonably accurate. And if Jaffe is
even faintly like the main character
he has created, he is what many
women of the 90's seem to be
seeking — a manly man who is able
to get in touch with his feelings.
"Dance Real Slow" tells the story
of Gordon Nash,an attorney whose
wife leaves him and their 26month-old son Calvin to "find herself." Gordon moves to Kansas, the
"solar plexus of the country," so
Calvin can appreciate the majesty
and power of nature in a small town
called Tareni He joins the small
family firm of a fellow he went to
law school with, and settles into a
version of life that is a combination
of "It's a Wonderful Life," "Hoosiers," and "Kramer vs. Kramer."

MAIN STREET

tween predictability and singularity.
He can be coaxed away from his
beloved dad with the promise of a
ride on a horse,but he cannot easily
be talked out ofa rotting Portuguese
man-of-war he names"Mom," even
when the stench is sickening.
Jaffe also skillfully captures the
desperation and confusion dult-grip
single parents when they long for
wronged wife announces calmy, some restfrom the endless demands
handing him the keys to the wrecked of their lonely role. Often Gordon
Dodge. "You can drive it home has to fight against his own tendenwhen you come to get your things," cies toward anger and physical
she says, leaving hubby speechless, retaliation, and he does not always
standing there with the key ring win.Sometimes he ends up weeping
dangling from his finger.
out of sheer frustration and exhausOther characters include a tion with the endless demands of
troubled youth on the team Gordon single fatherhood.
coaches, a motherly neighbor, a
"Dance Real Slow" is well writdouble-dealing lawyer, flashbacks
of both of Gordon's parents, and ten,entertaining,and a good read. It
will make a terrific movie,and word
memories of Kate,the loopy mother
who walked away from it all. There has it that Brad Pitt is interested in
is also a love interest for Gordon, a the main role. The only negative
young woman named Zoe who is comment I have is really a question.
patient and wise, and wants to be a If a woman had written the flip side
of the same story — husband walks
large animal veterinarian.
It is the little boy, Calvin, who out and leaves wife with toddler to
makes "Dance Real Slow" some- bring up on her own — would the
thing special. With subtle, deft novel have even been sold? It
strokes, Jaffe sketches a character reminds me of the old joke about
who is as familiar and unique as the Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire. He
string ofsmudged handprints a little got all the praise when she did the
kid might leave on the staircase wall same thing he did, only she had to
right above the bannister. Like most do it backwards. And wearing high
4-year-olds, Calvin alternates be- heels!

Constance Alexander
Ledger & limes columnist
As Gordon struggles to explore
the horizons of his new world, he
finds himself unconsciously repeating some of his father's old tricks.
He tries to stifle the cruelty and
perfectionism he has inherited from
his own dad, a hard-driving coach
who spent more time with the team
than he ever did with his wife and
son. Coincidentally, Gordon ends
up as interim coach of the local high
school basketball team. Much to his
chagrin, he occasionally resorts to
some of the same insults his father
used on his own teams years before.
Like every small town, "Dance
Real Slow" contains some familiar
types. There is the errant husband
who is running around with a local
waitress. When his wife finds out,
she drives through the front wall of
the eatery where the "other woman"
works one afternoon when the philanderer is in there during his
girlfriend's shift.
"I saw you from the outside," the

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Feb. 26 — The Chippewa Herald, Chippewa Falls, Wis., on
farm legislation:
Carving out a stronger and fairer farm bill is one of the most
difficult tasks facing Congress.
Compounding the difficulties that come from the complexity of
the programs are philosophical differences between the political
parties, disagreements within the parties, and regional feuds.
Typically in Washington, the majority party works out a proposal
and musters the votes to pass it, usually over the objections of the
minority party.
It's not so simple with the farm bill.
Members of the same party are engaged in some ferocious
Infighting over Me farm bill.
It illustrate,i.just how hot an issue this is..
Much of the 'holdup is blamed on the dairy portion of the bill,
which has kept members of the House of Representatives from
making progress for more than a year. ...
Toss in all the other ramifications of the new bill — on corn,
wheat, cotton, rice, sugar and peanut programs — and it's easy to
'-see why nothing has been solved yet.
Feb. 22 — The Journal, Martinsburg, W.Va., on the timber
Industry:
It's time for timber companies and environmentalists to.come to
an understanding, believes National Forest Service Chief Jack
Ward Thomas. That's why Thomas and many forest products companies and environmental groups-are optimistic about the Seventh
American Forest -Congress to be held in Washington.
Such congresses have been held periodically since 1882. One of
them led to the creation of America's national forest system.
But some radical environmentalists don't want to talk. One, Ron
Mitchell of the Idaho Sporting Congress, had this to say about the
upcoming meeting: "Environmentalists have no business sitting
down and parlaying with the industry."
Obviously, Mitchell and those like him are bent on having their

way, whether it's right or wrong for Americans and their forests.
Fortunately, not all environmentalists share that view. Among
sponsors of the congress are The Wilderness Society, Izaak Walton
League and the National Audubon Society.
"The time has come for the nation to turn away from polarization and toward consensus," said Thomas in remarks prepared for
the Congress.
We couldn't agree more.
Feb. 21 — Peninsula Daily News, Port Angeles, Wash., on TV
program content:
Backed into corner by a new federal telecommunications law
and growing public objections to sex and violence on television,
the four broadcast networks appear ready to adopt a system to rate
their programs for content.
To say that the broadcast networks are doing this reluctantly is
an understatement. They have resisted such a ratings system for
years, citing First Amendment concerns about censorship while
casting a wary eye on how ratings would affect audience numbers
and advertising revenue.
Still, the time has come for a television ratings system. ...
The broadcast networks are smart to try to establish their own
ratings system before one is imposed on them by the federal government. The new telecommunications law gives the networks one
year to establish their own system, which must be approved by the
Federal Communications Commission. If the FCC rejects the networks' ratings system, the law allows the FCC to develop a ratings
system for the networks.
Who knows how the networks will rate their own programs.
Some might say it is like making the fox the henhouse guard, but it
should not be difficult to tell the difference between a legitimate
ratings system and one that goes easy on its programs. If we get the
latter, the federal government should devise a ratings system for
them.
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HOSPITAL REPORTS

Benefit event planned Thursday
The annual benefit luncheon and card party of Garden Department
of Murray Woman's Club will be Thursday, March 7, at noon at the
club house. Lunch will be served and guests may eat only or stay
and play a card game of their choice. Tickets are $7 each and may
be obtained from Martha Farris, 753-7012, Eva Morris, 753-$584,
Jan Ochoa, 759-4154, or Janet Wallis, 489-2186.

Music Chorus to rehearse Thursday
Music Chorus of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club
will have a rehearsal on Thursday, March 7, at 7 p.m. at the club
house. Margie Shown, director, and Beth Stribling, accompanist,
urge all chorus members to attend.

German Shepherd Dog Club will meet
German Shepherd Dog Club of West Kentucky will meet Thursday, March 7, at 7:30 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. All
persons interested in German Shepherds are invited. For more information call 436-2858.

East PTO to meet Thursday
East Calloway Elementary School FTO will meet Thursday,
March 7, at 6 p.m. at the school. Site-based Decision Making Council elections will be held. Also featured will be singing by the Fifth
Grade Chorus with Linda Stalls as director. All parents and interested persons are urged to attend.

Bereavement Group will meet
Bereavement Support Group will meet Thursday, March 7, at 9:30
a.m. in third floor classroom of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
For more information call Nancy Rose R.N. at 762-1389.

Oaks' Men's meeting Thursday
The Men's Association of Oaks Country Club will meet Thursday,
March 7, at 7 p.m. at the club house. All members and interested
persons are invited to attend.

Club plans practice Thursday
Calloway County 4-H Speech and Drama Club will have a practice on Thursday March 7, from 3:30 to 5 p.m. at Weaks Community Center Auditorium. All interested youth are welcome to perform
with this group.

Homemakers' lesson here Thursday
Valerie M. Holland, county extension agent for home economics,
will present a training lesson for Homemakers' Club leaders and
other interested persons on Thursday, March 7, at 10 a.m. at Calloway County Public Library. "Wildflowers in our Landscape" will be
the theme of the lesson. For more information call Jane Steely, Calloway county extension agent for home economics at 753-1452.

4-H Leaders' Council will meet
Calloway County 4-H Leaders' Council will meet Thursday,
March 7, at 1:30 p.m. in United Way Board Room of Weaks Center.
All council members and itnerested individuals are encourage to
attend.

Need Line lists pantry

needs

Need Line has listed items needed for the pantry to fill food
baskets for clients. These include powdered milk, spaghetti sauce,
oatmeal, rice, canned meat arid canned pasta. These may be taken to
the Need Line office on bottom floor of Weaks Community Center
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. Need Line is a
United, Way agency.

Civitans will meet Thursday
Murray Civitan Club will meet Thursday, March 7, at 6 p.m. at
Eva's Country Kitchen. President Willis.Johnson urges all Civitans
to be present to help finalize plans for the annual Civitan Pancake
Breakfast and also to determine the future of the local club.

Breast Cancer Support Group to meet
Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Thursday, March 7, at 7
p.m. in Board Room, Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For information contact Martha Andrus at 753-3862.

MHS SBDM Council on Thursday
Murray High School Site-based Decision Making Council will
have a special called meeting on Thursday, March 7, at 5 p.m. in the
school library. The meeting is open to the public.

Nominations are needed
Nominations for two parent representatives on the Site-based
Decision Making Council of Calloway County Middle School are
now being accepted. The deadline to submit any nominee will be
Monday, March 18. All nominations must be submitted to the school
office no later than 3:30 p.m. on that date using the form found in
the CCMS/PTO March Newsletter. All students at CCMS received
this newsletter on March 1. Election of the parent representatives
will be Monday. March 25, from 5 to 7 p.m. in the school cafeteria.
CCMS/PTO is also accepted nominationsw for officers for 1996-97
school year. There is a form in the newsletter or you may send in
writing your nominations to any PTO officer. This should be in by
March 18. For more information call 753-1751.

LOSE To' 10 LBS.
IN 3 WE
All natural T-Liten"
with Chromium Picolinate

Rite Aid
944 S. Hwy.641 • 753-8304

Kelley I. Vock
and Jody A. Lassiter

Vock-Lassiter wedding
vows to be said May 11
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Vock of Shannon, Ill., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter. _Kelley I.
Vock, to Jody A. Lassiter, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry B. Lassiter of
Dexter.
The wedding will be Saturday, May 11, 1996, at 3 p.m. at Bethel
United Methodist Church, Shannon, Ill. A reception will follow the
ceremony at Brandywine Inn, Dixon, Ill.
Miss Vock graduated from Shannon High School in 1986 and Bradley_ University, Peoria, Ill., with a Bachelor of Science degree in
Finance if' 1990. She-is employed as a Group Asset Manager for
Sears-Roebuck & Co. at its Regional Credit Card Operations Center in
Louisville where she resides.
Mr. Lassiter is an attorney currently serving as Chief Counsel and
Hearing Officer for the Kentucky Board of Tax Appeals in Frankfort.
He graduated with honors from Calloway County High School in
1987, from the University of Mississippi in 1991, and the University
of Louisville School of Law in 1994.
He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. John T. Lassiter of Murray and
the late Mr. and Mrs. T.P. Jones of Dexter.
After their wedding the couple plans to reside in Shelbyville.
Members of the groom-elect's family will host an open house
reception in honor of the couple on Sunday, June 16, from 2 to 4 p.m.
in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank, Murray.

One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Friday, March 1, have
been released as follows:

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
March 4, have been released as
follows:

Newborn admission
Fries baby boy, mother, Crystal
Fires, Benton.
Dismissals
Maxie D. Puckett, Dexter; William E.
Hailey, Benton; Mrs. Lynda D. Oliver,
Kirksey;
Mrs. Jessie M. White, Edwardsville,
HI.; Miss Mariana, L. Spengler, Almo;
Mrs. Mary M. Nesbitt, Hazel;
Richard N. Williams, Mayfield, Mrs.
Peggy T. Banister and baby girl and
Mrs. Susan Arlene Ames, Cadiz;
Robert Morris, Mrs. Catherine R.
Steinfeldt, Leonard William Fristoe,
Mrs. Linda Luck, Dewett L. Brown,
Miss Rebecca Jean Hudson, Robert
Frank Harris HI, George N. Roberts,
Miss Alexandria J. Nance, Miss Hilda
Louise Moody,
Carlos L. Westbrook, Mrs. Brenda
Ellen Kear, Miss Angel E. Southern,
Ms. Patricia F. Stinnett, Mrs. Margaret
Cathis,
Lowry Sumner, Mrs. Ida B. McDougal, Larry Lashawn Caldwell, Clealon
Baker and James C. Barnett, all of
Murray.
Expiration
Orvis Hendreick, Murray.
• • • •
Two newborn admissions and

Newborn admission
Swift baby girl, parents. Tracy and
Randy, Murray.
Dismissals
George G. Woods, Hardin; Mrs.
Vada Nell Bruce, Farmington;
Howard E. Tomlinson, Louisville,
Miss Ruth Buskuehl and baby girl,
New Concord;
Ms. Kelley Strader and Crooks baby
girl, Paducah; Jimmy Jones and Shirley Jones, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Mohra Al Oahtani and baby
girl, Mrs. Mamie Sue Tyson, Mrs
Lauren. Hall, Mrs. Pamela Ann
Kimbro,
Miss Shaunna Beth Ray, Mrs. Beauton B. Wilson, and Fred Edger Gee, all
of Murray.

dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
March 2, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Buskuehl baby girl, mother, Ruth
Buskuehl, New Concord;
Crooks baby girl, mother, Kelly
Strader, Paducah.
Dismissals
J.F. Farrill, Benton; Miss Chasity
Wilson, Franklin; Mrs. Effie Edwards,
Hazel; Mrs. Sandy Kaye Pace, Hardin;
Mrs. Frances L. Reed, Sedalia; Mrs.
Kimberly Hope Underhill, Almo; Adam
Ryan Kough, Farmington:
Mrs. Anne Beane, Mrs. Barbara
George, and Ms. Annie Gearheart, all
of Murray.

• • • •
Dismissals at .Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday,
March 3, have been released as
follows:
Dismissals
Miss Jessica L. Greene, Hunter A.
Scillion, and Mrs. Crystal C. Fires and
baby boy, all of Benton;
Melville C. Schott, Cadiz; Miss Joycelyn Beth Hardin, Hazel: Mrs. Mary
Sue Wright, Mayfield;
Miss Tyler Elizabeth Adams, Water
Valley; Miss Briana G. Lewis, Rosidare, Ill.;
Mrs. Johnnie Mae Gammons, Miss
Kristen Martin, and Mrs. Patsy R.
Humphreys, all of Murray.

Pageant scheduled March 30
BENTON — The Little Miss
& Mister Tater Day Pageant will
be Saturday, March 30, at 11 a.m.
at Benton Middle School
gymnasium.
A winner and two runners-up
will be selected in each of the
following divisions: Girls, 0 to 18
months, 19 to 35 months, 3 to 4
years, and 5 to 7 p.m.; Boys,0 to
35 months. Party dress or Sunday
attire will be worn. Scores will be
based on beauty, poise, personality and overall appearance.

Contests will
be conducted
at civic center
The Mr. and Miss Paducah
Pageant will be Saturday, March
23, at 7 p.m. at Robert Cherry
Civic Center, Paducah.
All non-placing contestants
will receive a trophy and a
crown.
Winners will receive crowns,
trophies, banners, savings bonds
and toys.
The pageant will be sportswear
only. Inexperienced participants
are welcome.
For more information contact
Earlene
Timmons at
1-502-898-8128.

Come Browse Along...

•

The Garden Path

Each winner will receive a trophy, crown and $50 savings
bond. All winners and runners-up
will be invited to ride in the Tater
Day Parade the following Monday. All arrangements' to ride
mus.be made. by the parents of
winning contestants.
Also An Overall Most Beautiful and Most Handsome (optional) will be held for girls, 0 to 1
year and boys, 10 to 35 months.
A winner each age group will
receive a crown adn $50 savings
bond. Judging will be based on
facial beauty only and is judged
separately from the runway
competition.
Deadline for entries will be
Friday, March 22. All entries
should be mailed to Tater Day
Contest,. P.O. Box 946, Calvert
City, KY 42049. Entries not postmarked by this date and entries
received it the door will be
charged a late fee of $5. Cash
only for entries will be received

at the door and entries received
after March 22, 19%.
Entrants may check in and pick
up numbers beginning at 9:30
a.m. on Saturday. No rehearsal is
scheduled, but contestants may
practice on the stage from 10 to
10:45 a.m.
All winners will be crowned at
the conclusion of the pageant.
Scores will be available to contestants who bring a selfaddressed stamped envelope.
Door admission will be adults $3
and children, 12 and under $1.
Last year's winners and contestants only will be admitted free.
For more information call
Laurie Travis, 1-502-395-8123,
or Kern Mathis, 1-502-527-2458.
.111••••

Spring is popping up all over-, from budding
trees to daffodils to silty degree weather.
Mother Nature seems to promise warmer days
are almost has, personally, I for one am past
ready.
Every day new spring merchandise is arriving in bold brighui and soft hug me type pastels.
making us at D.K Kelley really have a case of
spring fever.
From long jackets to shorter jackets, short
skins, long skins, non preppy to hippy 70's to
our basic denims, we have a great range of
colors and styles to suit different personalities
and pocketbooks.
If you have beat watthing much about
fashion on T.V.,You know.lithe &wiper are
touting khaki pants with everything. Whether
they're for dress down Fridays or just plain
every day —khaki pants are back in a big way
for most designers. (I personally don't think
they ever went out especially in the south)
We have some great casual knit wear that just
came in,great for what I call knock-about da ys.
Fresh fun fabrics and styles are essaitials for
spring, unconstructed jackets and sweater sets
make great toppers instead of our usual blazers.
This season there seems to be,free wheeling
spirit in spring fashions. You can really feel the
attitude reflected in the early 70's of a relaxed
and lighter mood of peace and brotherhood
Kind of a kicked back playful attitude that has•
message of easing up on structured ideas of
what is appropriate or not in fashion.
Some of the pairings the designers are
putting together can really appear bazaar. Just
remember a little ofthis can go along way in the
buena.' world. ?Axing different stripes,
plaids, and floral/ together can look terrific or it
can look like rejected Salvation Army attire.
Make sure your patterns are of the same colors
and proportions.
Lou of new jewelry has arrived, from the
classics to funky to the Y necklace to the
angel jewelry — you'll find what ever you are
looking for at D.K. Kelley.
Congratulations to Jeannie Morgan who wan
the Y necklace last Friday. Be sure to join us
each Friday and have lunch and fun and register
for door prizes. It's a great way to see your
friends and check out what's new and hot for
spring.
By the way, the people who have tried the 7
day quit smoking program an having the same
success as I did with it. Information is available
an this all natural, money beck guaranteed
product here at the store. Believe me if I can
quit, so can you. My friends and family are
amazed at how easy it was for me.
Stay tuned, to next week's Fun & Fashion
ripen.

JOIN NOW!
SAVE

66%
L off servicefee

MONTHLY INTEREST
CHECKS NOW AVAILABLE!!!

FARM
BUREAU

A

Quickfit

Quick/it is a breakthrough in fitness. It's a ,30
minute circuit class,set to music, that does both
strength & cardiovascular training.

A

Fit el' Slender

Thefirst weight loss counseling program
'that is designed around exercise!

INVESTMENTS

I
,

•Quality Garden Tools
.*Useful & Decorative Gifts
*Dried Floral & Herbal Arrangement
. *Antique & Lovingly Used Items
' i •
Tues.-Fri. 10-5

' The Village(641 N.-Kezt to Cain's Jeep)

Open Mora.-Fri.
9-12 and 4-7

Also Available As IRA.

753-4703
Bob
Cornelison

Curves
for women
'oItr booed on fill moil onfol1mon1 & min 12 mo pogrom

1

""-•

305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441

"30 Minute" Fitness —

EARN
5.57%
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES APPLY.

i
D.Mt[1—fl

Get started Today-!1

759-3400
1608 Hwy. 121 N. j
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'Famine'to hit Murray
Friday and Saturday

CALENDAR
Wednesday, March 6
Murray-Calloway Baseball Slimmer
alI
nisorimunt signups/3-6
L•a
j

The Youth Group at ChrisUan Community Church will go without
food for 30 hours Friday and Saturday, March 8 and 9, to raise awareness and money for the fight against hunger.
This "30 Hour Famine" program is an international effort, sponsored. by World Vision, a Christian relief and develsipment organization with over 5,200 projects in 100 nations.
Participatns are asking family, friends and neighbors to sponsor
them by donating money for World Vision and canned and boxed food
for Need Line. Items especially needed by Need Line at this time
include powdered milk, spaghetti sauce, canned vegetables except
corn, green beans an peas, oatmeal, rice, canned meats and canned
pasta (such as spaghetti-os, etc.).
The young people will accept food Saturday outside Kroger and
other grocery stores in Murray.
Checks to World Vision can be mailed to Christian Community
Church, 1201 South 16th St., Murray, KY 42071.
Anyone interested in participating in the Famine or in sponsoring
participants should phone the project sponsor, Lois Green at

o
.ng ei rd

L

759-4635.
"This a great way for us to actually do something about the problem

of hunger around the world. Sometimes when we see pictures of starving people we feel like there's nothing we can do. But this is a way
that we really can make a difference in people's lives, both locally
and around the world," Green added.

Pageant to be in July
The 15th annual America's
Perfect Teen National Pageant
will be staged at Ramada Hotel
Resort, Orlando, Fla., July 18, 19
and 20, 1996.
A limited number of delegatesat-large will be accepted. There is
"no performing talent" requirement. Judging will be in three
equal categories: poise and personality, evening gown, and
swimsuit competition.
To qualify as a delegate-at-

large, entrants must be between
13 and 19, never married, and a
citizen of the United States.
All girls,interested in competing for the title must write to
America's Perfect Teen Pageant,
National Headquarters, Dept. L,
347 Locust Ave., Washington,
PA 15301-3399, phone
1-412-225-5343, by April 1,
1996. Letters must include a
recent snapshot, a brief biography, address, and phone number.

ANIMAL SHELTER photo

Susan Krleb, shelter technician, has her arms full of loving terrier pups.
These two sisters were found near the Murray-Calloway County Hospital last week and to date we have not had one inquiry about them. They
are going to remain small and they are absolutely precious. The shelter
receives between four and five calls daily asking for dogs that will
remain small. So if you have just been waiting for the right small dog to
add to your family, please come and see "Babe" and her sister "Cinder" (short for Cinderella) for they are waiting for you too! The shelter,
a United Way agency, Is open from 1 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday,
and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday.

Now OPEN!
Monday-Saturday
*WALK INS WELCOME*

Specializing In...Perms, Colors,
Cuts. Waxing & Highlights
Treasa Beane

9 Years Experience

CUB SCOUT photo

CUB SCOUT PACK 57 recently had its annual Blue Gold banquet. Pictured are the Cub Scouts receiving their Arrow of Light, Cub Scouting's
highest award. Receiving this award were, from left, Aidan Schrneckpeper, Trevor Anderson, John Trevathan, Caleb Mathis, Seth Jones,
James Williams, Michael Belcher, Tyler Harper and Philip Montgomery.

"Affordable Hair Care For The Whole Family"

Treasa's Hair Cottage
c
' 641 South (4 miles out of Murray)• 492-8833
t.-„..............,www._

L

'
Mrs.

Murray wanted

Applications are now being
accepted for the title of Mrs.
Murray, an official preliminary to
--the Mrs. Kentucky International
Pageant.

WHO KNOWS?
MAYBE OUR 50% OFF
CELLULAR SERVICE OFFER
WILL START A TREND.
-014.

0040 u.s.
44

900,144

Return 11295 1991
individuai income to
1,444."1,--"rno

of Calloway County Public
Library/4:30 p.m.
Singles (SOMM p.m./Pagliars. Inio/
Larry, 753-9395, Martha, 750-2512, or
Jane/480-2046.
hanianuel Lutheran Church soup
supper/5:30 p.m.; Lenten service/7
p.m.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Cordell* Erwin
Girdle/1:30 p.m.; Small Prayer Group/7
p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church Holy
Eucharist/5:15 p.m.
St. Leo Cadsoft Church Teen Ufe/7
rn
ov,
.
UM Christian Center study/7
p.m.
Fork Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church
service/7:30 p.m..
Dexter Baptist Church Bible

oes No 15439974

19
y

419/
104141910
,

1901 0. otter
Jon -Doc 3i.

The woman chosen will
become an ambassador from the
area and will receive an offical
title -and-Sash.
—
If chosen as Mrs. Kentucky
International, the woman will be
flown on an all expense paid trip
to the Mrs. International Pageant
to be held at Tyler, Texas, in
August 19%.
Some of the state prizes are
crown and banner, photo shot,
one year appearance contract,
1,000 publicity photos, stationery, Colesce terry cloth robe,
$300 gift certificate, Hawaiian
Tropic products, professional
pageant and interview training,
etc.
Competitions will include personal interview, on-stage interview, aerobic wear and evening
gown.
Married women living in the
area who ale between the ages of
24 and 56, have been married at
least two years, and who are
interested in applying should submit a short biography, including
birth certificate, marriage license,
and a recent photo to Sherri Price
Ferrari, P.O. Box 1984, Brentwood, TN 37024 or call
1-615-661-0804.

Study/6:30 p.m.
Sugar Creek Baptist Church
Study/7:30 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church service/7
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Prayer
meeting, Mission Friends, GAs, RAs
and Youtha p.m.
First United Methodist Church Preschool Music and Choristers/5:15
p.m.; Kids Club/5 p.m.•, Singers
Unlimited/5:30 p.m.; Adult Handbell/6
p.m.; Lenten Bible Study/6:30 p.m.;
Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
dassesi7 p.m.
University Church or Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church ARK a
WOW/5 p.m.; Choir/6:30 p.m.;
Session/7:30 p.m.; Outreach/8 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Kids Club,
Youth Bible Study, College/Carreer
Bible Study, Adult Bible Study/7 p.m.
First Christian Church Handbells/4:30
p.m.; FFC dinner/5:30 p.m.; Bible
study/6:05 p.m.; Choir/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church Fellowship
supper/5:30 p.m.; Library open/6:15
p.m.; Children's Choirs, Youth Prime
Time, Praise1/6:30 p.m.; Prayer
meeting/6:35 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir,
Intercessory Prayer/7:45 p.m.
Open Riding/5-10 p.m./West Ky. Expo

Center.
Concert by MSU Symphonic Band

and Jazz Band 11/8 p.m./Lovett
Auditorium.
Thursday, March 7
Murray High School Site-based Decision Making Council called meeting/5
p.m./library.
Calloway County 4-H Leaders'
Council/1:30 p.m./United Way Board
Room, Weeks Center.
CallOway Homemaker's training
lesson/10 a.m./Calloway Public
Library.
Calloway County 4-H Speech and
Drama Club practice/3:30-5
p.m./Weaks Auditorium.

Thursday, March 7
UteHouse Center's seven-week volunteer counselor training starts/6-9
p.m.
Oaks Country Club Men's
Association/7 p.m./club house.
Murray American Legion Post 73 at 7
p.m/American Legion Hall.
Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club's benefit luncheon and
card party/noon/dub house.
Rehearsal of Music Chorus of Music
Department of Murray Woman's
Club/7 p.m.
East Calloway Elementary School
PT0/6 p.m.
Accessible A.A. m••tin9/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living,
Dixieland Shopping Center.
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or'
dysfunctional familii•s/6:30
p.m./Calloway County Health Center.
Info/Carolyn, 753-6026 or Nancy,
753-7405.
Breast Cancer Support Group
meeting/7 p.m./board room, MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/753-3862.
Bereavement Support Group/9:30
a.m./third floor classroom, MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1389.
German Shepherd Dog Club of West
Kentucky/7:30 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.
Murray Women of the Moose
Enrollment/8 p.m.
Greater Hope Baptist Church Youth
Activities/5:30 p.m.; Prayer and Bible
Study/7 p.m. at Main Street Youth
Center.
Shiloh Full Gospel Assembly study/7
p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church Holy
Eucharist/5:15 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Legion of
Mary/9:45 a.m.; R.C.I.A./7 p.m.
Knights of Columbus/7:30 p.m./K-C
Hall.
First United Methodist Church
Ouilters/9:30 a.m.
Young in Hearts Class/10:30
a.m./Glendale Road Church of Christ.
First Christian Church Bible Study/
noon; Singles Study-Support Group/7_
p.m.
First Baptist Church Mothers' Day
Out/9 a.m. and 3 p.m.; Work Day/9
a.m.; Work Night and Lifestyles Contemporary Issues/6:30 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weak. Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Murray TOPS 0469/weigh-in/6
p.m./meeting/7 p.m./Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
Murray Civitan Club/6 p.m./Eva's
Country Kitchen.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
Murray Rotary Club/noon/Seven
Seas Restaurant.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m. No
charge.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle FinoArts Con-ter, MSU/open 8 a.m.-7:30 p.m. No
charge.
Currie Center Gallery/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
National Boy Scout Museum open/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Spees twins are born
Todd Specs and Tina Bronenkant of 1716B Wells Ext., Murray,
are the parents of twins, a son,
Ty Michael Specs, and a daughter, Alex Danae Specs, born on
Wednesday, Feb. 14, 1996, at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Ty, weighing five pounds
seven ounces and measuring 18

inches, was born at 2:20 a.m. and
Alex, weighing five pounds 10
ounces and measuring 19 inches,
was born at 2:21 a.m.
Maternal grandparents are Curt
and Venita BronerikanCof Uniontown, Mo., and Edna Bronenkant
of Perryville, Mo. Paternal grandparents are Charles and Norma
Specs of Marion, Ill.

Fry baby girl is born
Christopher Allen Fry and Jeri
Lynn Price of Rt. 3, Box 20G,
Murray, are the parents of a
daughter, Sierra Nicole Fry, born
on Sunday, Feb. 25, 1996, at 6:05
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County

Hospital.
Grandparents are Laura Ann
Price of Murray, Jerry Wayne
Price, Anchorage, Alaska, Sue
Price, Cheryl and Steve Swain of
Murray, and Glenn Fry of Fulton.
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You don't need a CPA to realize the advantage of getting 50% on monthly access
for three months. Or, for that matter, to notice the outstanding call quality you'll
receive when you sign up for service. You just need to UNITED STATES
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remember our deadline: April 30. And that there are no .41
extensions. Of course, there aren't any audits either.
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Visit one of the following United States Cellular stores:
30 North Main Street, Madisonville, 821-1111
Open Mon-Fri 8am-6pm,Sat 9am-1pm
906 A South 12th Street, Murray, 753-7533, Open Mon-M Sam-Spm
1733 Kentucky Avenue, Paducah, 444-0064, Open Mon-Fd 8am-5pm
Requires a nee one year serVice agreement on 537 95 or higher-rate pain. Other restrictions and charges
may apply
Not valid with other offors WHO where prohibited Offer miens April 10. 1996.
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'Sleepy Time Stories'
to be at local library
Calloway County Public
Library has announced a special
new story time program, "Sleepy
Time Stories." The program is
designed for children, ages 3 to
5. accompanied by an adult.
Mrs. Sandy Linn, Youth Services Director for the library,
said "We understand that there
are many working parents who
would like for their children to
attend story time programs; but
are unable to because of their
work schedules. We hope that his
program will give these families
an opportunity to participate.
"Sleepy Time Stories" is a

Winners present program

LifeHouse Care Center for
Women will begin its seven-week
volunteer counselor training
program on Thursday, March 7.
Training will take place at
1508 Chestnut St., Murray, next
door to Murray Christian Fellowship, from 6 to 9 p.m. on Thursday evenings for seven weeks.
Volumes will have the oppor-

30-minute book centered enrichment program filled with stories,
picture books, finger plays and
fun activities appropriate for the
young child. The child's parent
or adult will assist with listeninp
and sitting skills.
The program will be on Tuesday evenings from 6:30 to 7 p.m.
in the children's area, located in
the library. It will start Tuesday,
Mrach 12.
Space is limited, so interested
persons are asked to call the
library at 753-2288 to register
their children. There is no charge
for this program.

answered the roll call by "What
Change to Make Your Life
Better."
Two visitors were Dawn Phillips and Sadie Allbritten. Other
members present were Robbie
Blalock, Clara Burcham, Charlene Curd, Dana Hale, Sue Hall
and Gertrude White.
The club will meet Tuesday,
March 12, at 11 a.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.

WRITERS'
POTPOURRI

Writers' Potpourri will be
Saturday, March 9, at 9:30 a.m.
at Calloway County Public
Library.
This is open to all interested
writers, according to - Gladys Jarrett, director, who has released
some of the poems written by
participants as follows:
• • • •
Kentucky My Love
By Charlie E. York
Kentucky my State
I hold in my heart.
I've tried to serve
and do my part.
I've_senied at home
on land and sea.
On foreign soil
in my love for thee.
I've proudly told thousands
abckit my home state.
Giving you honor
in honest debate.
I've served Kentucky
many places on the map.
A devoted citizen
yet a humble chap.
• • • •
Spring Gladdens My Heart
By Linda M. Siebold
Murmuring breezes bring news of
spring;
They say it's on its way..
Greening the earth, renewing it,
Without hindrance or delay.
There'll be puddles, and mud, I
suppose
.Detrimental to my shoes..
But given choice of winter or spring,
It's the latter I would choose:
Spring gladdens my heart with its
sunshine,
The blooming of its flowers;
And sweet melodies of its songbirds
Enrich all my waking hours.
• • • •.
The Cheery-Tree
By W.P. (Dub) Hurt
I was standing there on Wild-Cat
Gazing up the hill
While the waters down in Wild-Cat
Flowed east towards Brandon's Mill.
Ah! There stands that old 'Cheery.
Tree
Reduced to a snag
Where friendly neighbors used to
meet
Surveyor sit and brag.
The shady branches used to
spread,
Across the little lane
That led up to the farmer's house
Where we'd congregate and sing.
If that old Cheery-Tree could talk,
And reminisce with you,
It would tell of children playing there
and 'bout night-riders too.
Or, perhaps a lovely wedding
planned
Where the preacher-man would
thunder,
'What God has joined down here on
earth,
Let no man put asunder.'
So it stands from day to day
Its limbs no longer spread,
Across the little gravel road,

•

tunity to learn communication
techniques and how to give emotional support and guidance to
clients.
Abortion procedures and how
to help clients with the birth
option decisions of parenting and
adoption will also be taught.
For more information call the
LifeHouse at 753-0700.

Leah Baust selected

KATHY MOWERY photo

The winenrs of $900 in music scholarships awarded annually to sophomores at Murray State University by the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club performed at the department's February meeting.
They are, from left, standing, Sean Corbett, trombone, Faith Holley,
trumpet, April Fisk, soprano, kneeling, Cayce Dawn Travis, piano, and
Maria Peter, soprano. Money for these scholarships is raised at the
department's annual style show to be held at noon and 7 p.m. on Tuesday, March 19, at the club house. "Under the Bigtop" will be the theme
with 60 models showcasing fashions for adults and children. Guests at
both shows will be served a full meal and enjoy vocals by Carol
Bogard. Tickets are $10 each and may be purchased from any club
member. Ticket coordinators are Neva Grey Allbritten, phone 753-3516,
and Annie Nance at downtown Peoples Bank of Murray.

Ryan Keith Askin born
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Askin of
Louisville are the parents of a
son, Ryan Keith Askin, born on
Tuesday, Feb. 13, 1996, at 3:39
p.m. at Humana Suburban Hospital, Louisville.
The baby weighed six pounds

GladysJarrett,
Director

7A
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Training will start

Paris Road Club meets
Faustine Walker presided at
the February meeting of Paris
Road Homemakers Club held at
Sirloin Stockade.
Mrs. Walker presented a lesson
on "Reducing Fat and Calories in
Your Diet." She also directed the
recreation by members playing
"Jeopardy" with several members
winning small prizes.
Virginia Duke, secretarytreasurer, gave reports. Members

1 • .1

There's a new highway instead.
As I drove slowly up the hill
My spirits seemed to sag
When I passed the old 'CheeryTree'
Reduced to a snag.
• .. •
Landscape Lost
By Marie Jarrett
Mr. and Mrs. Flint Wesley of
Plastic bags blow
Marion
are the parents of a
Baby diapers swing
daughter, Lexus Ann Wesley,
From limbs on trees
born on Saturday, Feb. 24, 1996,
Pop cans bounce
Or remain crushed
Whipped by high winds
Over good roads
Halloween pumpkins rot
In frost-killed grass on lawns
Car bodies rust
Cigarette butts emptied on library
steps
Cardboard boxes hide
Jeff Hodges and C
Throw-away kittens
- indy CrutchBirds no longer sing
er of 1608 N. 16th St., Lot #24,
'Cause man uses pesticides
Murray, are the parents of a son,
Infant bodies decay
Tristan
Jeffrey Hodges, born on
After doctors induce
Saturday, Feb. 24, 1996, at 9:51
Premature births
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
One can easily see
Chaos man's created
Hospital.
On God's gentle landscape.
The baby weighed seven
• •.•
pounds nine ounces and measured
How Time Flies
21 inches. A sister is Leanna
By Wilma J. Sanders
Hodges.
It seems like only yesterday
He was a little tike
Grandparents are Joe and Gay
Climbing the pine in our front yard
Crutcher of Hazel, Martha
Or riding on his bike
Hodges of Kirksey, and Dale
Eating lunch with Shukie
Hodges of Almo. GreatHis imaginary friend
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Long autumn days of childhood
All too soon would end
Billy Howard, Mr. and Mrs. GaySoon he had to go to school
Ion Turner, Mr. and Mrs. G.H.
A whole new world out there
Crutcher, and Dottie Tabors.
Real friends for a life time
In the bad times and the fair
Summers still were play time
Strays would soon appear
Lost and straggly cast-a-ways
Became his pets so dear
Now he's grown and married
His son is a little tike
Eyeing that pine in our front yard
And riding on his bike.

six ounces and measured 20A
inches. The mother is the former
Deanna Farris.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
L.D. Farris of Murray and Mr.
and Mrs. Ron Askin of
Louisville.

Lexus Ann Wesley born
Tristan Jeffrey
Hodges is born
here on Feb. 24

at Crittendent County Hospital,
Marion.
The baby weighed eight
pounds 41/2 ounces and measured
20 inches. The mother is the former Kelly Thomas.
Grandparents are Bruce and
Joyce Thomas of Hopkinsville,
Scott and Stella Wesley of
Marion, and Dorothy Wesley of
Evansville, Ind. A greatgrandmother is Mrs. Vada Thomas of Cadiz.

SERVICE NOTES
ARMY PVT. JEREMY E.M.
VAUGHN has graduated from
the field artillery radar course at
Fort Sill, Lawton, Okla.
During the course, Vaughn was
taught to translate observer data
into commands for placing fire
on a target. He also' was taught
basic computer principles.
Vaughn, a 1995 graduate of
Calloway County High School, is
the son of David E. and Judith L.
Vaughn of Dexter.

DAN VILLE — Leah Baust has
been selected to serve as resident
assistant at Centre College for the
current school year.
As student employees on the
College housing staff, resident
assistants provide guidance and
support to the students living in
their residence halls.
Baust is the daughter of Joseph
and Marilyn Baust of Murray and
is a 1994 graduate of Calloway

County High School.
Baust was selected for the position of resident assistant on the
basis of an application and competitive interviews.
Centre is a highly selective liberal arts college currently ranked
by U.S. News & World Report as
one of the top 25 teaching colleges in the United States and one
of the 15 "best buy" colleges in
the country.

SERVICE NOTES
AIR FORCE AIRMAN JEFFERY A. SMITH has graduated
from the special purpose vehicle
and equipment maintenance
apprentice course at Lackland Air
Force Base, Texas.
Smith was taught vehicle maintenance inspection systems, policies, and procedures for special

purpose vehicles and equipment.
Examples are aircraft de-icers,
cargo loaders, crawler tractrors,
snow removal equipment, and
sweepers.
Smith, a 1995 graduate of Calloway County High School, is the
son of Karen E. and Jewell G.
Puckett of Rt. 1, Murray.

TODAY
f
Spring Merchandise Arriving Daily
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* Dickens Afghans
* Sunflower • Apple • Fish Palm Mats
* Spring Windchimes * Lilac, Gardenia, Sunflower Candles
* Easter Hags, Pillows and Frames

* HOLLAND DRUGS *
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

109 S. 4th

753-1462

Spring & Summer

7i •
Ladies' Shoes Have Arrived!

$12.95 & $15.95
* Connie * Pierre Dumas * Selby
* Citie Sidewalk * Naturalizer * Joy

Factory Discount Shoes
Nurse's Uniforms
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Downtown on Court Sq. Open Mon -Sat. 9-6 (Fri. til 8) Sun. 1-6 763-9419

HI-ENERGY
WEIGHT CONTROL CENTERS®
FOR BOTH MEN 8 WOMEN

Hello
Stranger!

NO DIET PILLS
SAFE GROCERY STORE FOOD
INDIVIDUAL COUNSELING
SUPPORT & ENCOURAGEMENT
PROFESSIONALLY SUPERVISED
YOUR RESULTS ARE GUARANTEED IN WRITING
THE DIFFERENCE IS...WE CARE!

Searching for some answers
to all those who/what/where
questions about your new city?
As WELCOME WAGON

Represenative, it is my job to
help you get over the hurdles of
being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful
gifts. Community info. Adivce
on reliable business in your
new neighborhood and more.
Call...

c**14ok

YOU CAN LOSE 15 LBS.—BY- EASTER

Hostess Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Hostess ingeborg King 492-83411

The Murray State University Child Development
Center is currently taking applications for the
1996-1997 school year. Children must be three
years of age by October 1, 1996 to be eligible for
the morning session, and four years of age by
October 1, 1996 to be eligible for the afternoon
session. The preschool operates on the Murray
State University calendar. Children are enrolled in
the order applications are received. To request an
application, please call Stella Stepto at 762-3387 or
write Department of Family and Consumer Studies, Murray State University, P.O. Box 9, Murray,
KY 42071.

William Howell • Middleton, TN
Auto Body Shop Owner
Lost 111 lbs. and still losing

WE ARE THE ONLY PROGRAM
THAT WILL GIVE YOU
A WRITTEN GUARANTEE
THAT YOU WILL
LOSE 3 LBS. PER WEEK!

"I haven't been hungry. It's amazing how fast
the weight has come off The attention and care
I received from the staff at Hi-Energy has made
this program so easy and enjoyable.

OVER 40 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU!

717-0780

305 N. 12th St.
11111
=4:1D
University Square • Murray
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No. 24 Tilghman
uses defense, speed
to end Laker season
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
They're big, fast and talented,
and they're the 24th best team in
the nation.
And if Paducah Tilghman
gives you any kind of opening,
you'd better take advantage of it,
because it probably won't come
along again anytime soon.
The 28-3 Blue Tornado, ranked
24th in this week's USA Today
national poll, watched as Calloway County cut a 16-point first
half deficit to only eight in the
third period of Tuesday's regional tournament game, with the
Lakers in possession of the ball
and a chance to come closer.
But Tilghman dodged a bullet
as Calloway turned the ball over.
Then the Tornado started firing
some shots of its own.
Tilghman outscored Calloway
14-2 for the remainder of the
third period and 40-20 the rest of
the night to down the Lakers
74-46 at Racer Arena, ending
Calloway's season at 18-9.

SCHEDULE

Tilghman 74, LAKERS 46
TILGHMAN
19 X/ 40 — 74
CALLOWAY CO.
10 21 MI — 41
PADUCAH TILGHMAN (74)
Senna 17. Shaft 12, Amory 7, 911.9•11 7, Wedeln 7,
Brow 6. Shuman 5. Goodyhe 4, Moors 4, Rom% 3,
Durand! 2. TOTALS: FO-A: 26-50. Thom-point 6-12
(Snell 2. AriaMy. Brow, Shunmmt, Ww11.10). FT-A
121$ Rsbcunds 30. Record: 211-3.
CALLOWAY CO. (44)
Groans 15. Duncan 14. McKee( S. Anderson 4. Sibs( 3, SUM, Modulo*, Sionecipher. TOTALS: FO-A.
17-40 Thre•-paim 6-16 (Andaman 2. Duncan 2,
Green* 2) FT-A 6-15. Rabaunns 24 (WWI 11).
Record 17-9.

"That was an untimely mistake
on our part," Calloway coach
Ron Greene said of the costly
throwaway. "We were making a
run and we had it under double
digits, but after we didn't score
and they came back and did, it
was a real swing."
With the win, Tilghman moves
into Friday's First Region semifinals, where it will face Mayfield
(22-9), which defeated Hickman
County 62-56 Tuesday. Friday's
first semifinal game will match
Graves County (25-4) against
Marshall County (19-8) at 6, with
Tilghman and Mayfield to follow.
Trailing 34-26, Calloway
missed a shot, then ran down the
rebound. Brent Anderson sent a
pass in the direction of Josh
McKeel near midcourt, but
McKeel headed toward the basket

• See Page 9A

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

Calloway County junior Josh McKeel fights Paducah Tilghman's Chris Sivels for a second-half rebound in the
Leiters' 74-46 loss to the Blue Tornado in the first round of the First Region Tournament Tuesday night.
Tilghman entered the game ranked No. 24 in the nation by USA Today.

Bunning, Weaver get call from Hall

TODAY
•Girls regional tournament — USU
Tilghman vs. Murray — 6
Carlisle vs_ Mayfield — 7:30
THURSDAY
• Girls regional tournament
Graves vs. Lone Oak — 6
Marshall vs. Fulton Co. — 7:30
FRIDAY

• Boys

regional semifinals
Graves vs. Marshall — 6
Tilghman vs. Mayfield — 7:30

By TOM WITHERS
AP Sports Writer
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — Jim
Bunning still has to decide what
cap he'll wear when he's
inducted into the Hall of Fame.
Earl Weaver could wear his
backwards.
Bunning, a menacing side-arm
pitcher, and Weaver, the fiery
manager of the Baltimore Orioles
known as much for his nose-to-

nose confrontations with umpires
as his record, became two of the
four newest members of the baseball Hall of Fame Tuesday.
They were elected by the
Hall's Veterans Committee, along
with Negro Leagues star Bill Foster and 19th century baseball
innovator Bill Hanlon.
Bunning, a 224-game winner
with the Detroit Tigers and Philadelphia Phillies who is now a

Orlando,
Clippers
get wins
The Associated Press
Charlotte was handed its worst
loss of the season at about the
same time Minnesota was sustaining its most lopsided loss
ever.
Not letting the Hornets or Timberwolves hold a monopoly on
embarrassment Tuesday night,
the New York Knicks fell at
home to the Los Angeles
Clippers.
Orlando, beginning to gets its
road act together, routed the Hornets 123-97. Nick Anderson had
28 points to lead all five Orlando
starters in double figures. Anfernee Hardaway had 27 points and
10 assists and Dennis Scott
fueled a 22-6 run in the first half.
"We've just got to keep at it,
not lose faith and get another
winning streak going somewhere," said Larry Johnson, who
had 27 points in Charlotte's
fourth straight loss.
The Magic, meanwhile, are an
NBA-best 30-0 at home, and they
won for the sixth time in seven
road games since the All-Star
break to improve their mark away
from Orlando to 15-15. It was the
first time they hit the .500 mark
on the road since Jan. 6, when
they were 7-7.
"The difference has been in
attitude, really," Scott said.
"When we hit a flat spot in
games, we don't get down on
ourselves like we did in the first
half of the season."

member of the House of Representatives from northern Kentucky, was finally elected after
several close calls.
He never received the necessary votes in 15 years on the writers' ballot, failing to impress
some voters despite being the
first pitcher to pitch no-hitters in
both leagues. He was particulalry
stung by the 1988 vote in which
nine writers' ballots were

returned blank.
Despite uncommmon support
from his ballplaying peers as well
as from media members who saw
him win many games for bad
teams, Bunning's Hall election
was a campaign even the Congressman didn't think he would
ever win.
"The near misses didn't bother

By PAUL NEWBERRY
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — The
regular season is over, but No.
1 Kentucky continues to dominate the Southeastern
Conference.
Kentucky, the first team in
40 years to go unbeaten in the
league, captured most of the
honors Tuesday when The
Associated Press released its
All-SEC team.
Tony Delk was a unanimous
choice for player of the year,
teammate Antoine Walker also
landed a spot on the first team
and Rick Pitino was named
coach of the year.
The only non-Wildcat to
crack the individual awards
was South Carolina's BJ
McKie, named rookie of the
year by a regional media
panel.
Delk, the league's thirdleading scorer at 18.1 points a
game, was picked for the first
team on all 13 ballots. It was
the second straight All-SEC
selection for Delk, who had
the league's best 3-point percentage (47.3), second-best
free-throw percentage (82.1),
and fourth-best steals-pergame average (1.925).
"Without the team and
coaching staff, it wouldn't
have been possible," said
Delk, also a finalist- for the
Naismith national players of
the year award. "Maybe when
I go home after the season I'll
think about it. Right now, we
have team goals we want to
fulfill."
Pitino said his senior guard
"had as good a year as he
could possibly have, physically and mentally."
Also picked to the first team
for the second year in a row
was center Erick Dampier of
Western Division champion
II See Page 9A

• See Page 9A

Lady Tigers eye sweep
of regional tournaments
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Jimmy Harrell sounded like the consumate
diplomat Tuesday when discussing his game
plan heading into tonight's matchup with
Paducah Tilghman.
Murray High will let the Lady Tornado run
the Racer Arena floor, but on the Lady
Tigers' terms.
"They're an up-tempo team and they like to
run up and down the floor," Harrell said of
the Lady Tornado. "We're a running team
too, but we want to be in control.
"We'll run, but at our tempo, not theirs."
Murray (20-7) takes on Paducah Tilghman
Murray High will begin their run for a regional
sweep tonight against Second District champ
Paducah Tilghman.

(11-13) tonight at 6 p.m. in the first round of
the Girls' First Region Tournament at Murray
State.
Tonight's girls tournament opener pits two
teams that like to move the ball from one end
of the floor to the other at a quick clip. Tilghman uses a balanced lineup of quick athletes
to race, while the Lady Tigers put the ball in
the hands of Stacy Thomas.
Thomas, a senior point guard, paces Murray
in all phases of the game. Harrell counts on
her to set the pace for his team.
"Stacy only had five points the other night,
and she needs to come back strong against
Tilghman," said Harrell, referring to Thomas'
output in the Fourth District Tournament
championship game loss to Marshall.
Thomas is the team's second-leading scorer
at 12.6 points per game, while junior Sara
Williams leads the team at 13.7 points per
game.
"All the girls are contributing, but our two
big scorers need to get their points," Harrell
III See Page 9A

Vayne's World' takes to ice in St. Louis
By KB. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Another
first is out of the way for Wayne
Gretzky. Now, maybe he can
relax.
Hockey's scoring king was
largely a non-factor in his home
debut with the St. Louis Blues on
Tuesday night, a 2-0 victory over
the Florida Panthers.

Of course, he's still adjusting
to a workload that's almost double that from his time in Los
Angeles, and maybe a little
drained from the hoopla of the
trade a week ago. Of course, he
sustained a mild concussion Sunday, so if he looked a little bit
drained at his postgame news
-conference, there was a good
reason.

It was an emotional night,
it's been an emotional time for
me over the last few days,"
Gretzky said. "It's been tough,
but it's been fun.
"I still can't believe I'm
here."
Gretzky was held without a
shot on goal, his line spent much
of the evening in the defensive
end and he even missed an

empty-netter when he hit the goal
post with three seconds to go.
Gretzky, who was knocked
unconscious and sustained a mild
concussion when he was elbowed
in the face by Kelly Buchberger
on Sunday, showed no ill effects
in the morning skate and was
cleared to play about seven hours
before game time.
He got a standing ovation from

a Kiel Center record crowd of
20,725 when he first stepped on
the ice, and fans topped that with
even more thunderous applause
when he was the last Blues starter
to be announced.
"I was 'tingling," Gretzky
said. "I think I'm happier to be
here than they are happy to have,
me here."
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Minor named to OVC Tournament team
Lady Racer Stephaine Minor was named to the Ohio Valley Conference
All-Tournament team Monday night after the championship game of Mt
women's tournament.
Minor, a junior from Madisonville. scored a combined 46 points with 29
rebounds Ni two tournament games, leading Murray State to a first-round victory over Southeast Missouri before tailing 70-63 to conference co-champs
Middle Tennessee.
Minor was named All-OVC first team after leading the conference in field
goal percentage and averaging 20.9 points per game.

Racer tennis team sweeps at EKU
The Murray State men's tennis team earned three victories in dual match
action at. Eastern Kentucky last weekend. The Racers, now 5-2, posted
impressive victories over Akron (7-0), Wright State (7-0) and Eastern Kentucky (6-1).
MSU dominated the competition, dropping only one doubles and one singles match over the entire weekend.
I thought we played pretty well,' said MSU coach Mel Purcell. The team
has been working really hard in practice and it is starting to pay off I believe
that things are starting to come together.'
Senior Pontus Hiort returned to form after a missing a couple of weeks with
a strained muscle. He earned three straight victories at No. 1 singles position
to lead the Racers.

Lady Racer tennis solid in Louisiana

3.

The Murray State women's tennis team posted an impressive showing at
the Bubba's II/Mardis &as Tennis Classic over the weekend in Thibodaux,
La. The Lady Racers placed tour of six singles players in either the main or
consolation finals and also earned a doubles title at the number two position.
Sophomore Martha Zimmer and freshman Brooke Berryman led the way for
MSU as both reached the main draw finals at their playing positions and then
%gemmed together for a doubles championship.
it was a great trip,' said coach Connie Keasling. 'We played some tough
competition and tasted victory. I saw a fire in our eyes that I haven't seen in a
while. We didn't just go down there to play vie went to win.'
DeAnna Carroll captured the consolation title at No. 3 singles while Angela
Brooks was the runner-up in the No. 6 consolation match.
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Mississippi State. He led the
SEC in rebounding at 9.5 per
game, was second in blocks at
3.2 and 11th in scoring at 15.1
points. .
Rounding out the first team
were Walker, Alabama center
Roy Rogers and LSU guard
Ronnie Henderson.
Walker was Kentucky's top
rebounder (8.3), second.
leading scorer (15.1) and perhaps most valuable player.
"He had an outstanding season on the backboard, as well
as passing," Pitino said.
"He's the key to our success
in the NCAA tournament. If
he's passing the basketball, he
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gets us all playing to a higher
level."
Rogers was a dominating
force under the basket, leading
the league in blocks (4.8) and
finishing second in rebounds
(9.2). Henderson was the
SEC's top scorer (21.8) for the
second year in a row despite
playing on the worst team.
Pitino received all but one
vote for coach of the year —
the other went to Rob Evans
of Mississippi — after guiding
Kentucky to a 26-1 record
overall and a 16-0 mark in the
SEC. The Eastern Division
champions are the first team to
finish perfect in league games
since Alabama's "Rocket
Eight" went 14-0 in 1956.

me until 1988 when nine ballots
were sent in with no name on
them," Bunning said. "They
were obviously trying to keep
people out instead of trying to let
them in. I was convinced that I
was never going to get in."
Bunning spent nine seasons
with the Tigers and six with the
Phillies. He said he still isn't sure
which of the two caps he will don
at the induction ceremonies in
Cooperstown.
"I'll decide and I don't have to
determine that right now," he
said.
When word reached Capitol
Hill that Bunning was on his way
to Cooperstown, he received a
standing ovation on the House
floor.
Weaver was about 90 yards
from the pin at the ninth hole of a
Miami area golf course when his
wife, Marianna, arrived on a golf
cart to deliver the news of his
election.
"My knees got weak and my
body got weak," he said. "I
ended up bogeying the hole."

FROM PAGE 8A
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instead, and the ball bounced
harmlessly (for Tilghman) out of
bounds.
After Calloway's turnover,
Tilghman clamped on the defensive pressure, taking a 48-28 lead
after three quarters. The Tornado
had scores from five different
players in the 14-2 run at the end
of the third, and Calloway was
never closer than 17 from that
point on. Tilghman's biggest lead
was the final margin of 28 points.
Tilghman coach Bill Chumbler
attributed his team's third-quarter
run to the on-court presence of
speedy guard Brandon Warfield,
who sat out much of the second
quarter with two fouls.
"He makes a big difference,"
Chumbler said. "We don't run as
good with him out, but we
pushed the ball more in the third
and fourth quarters and got in our
transition game. We're a streaky
team, and that's the way we've
played all year."
After Anderson opened the
game with a 3-pointer to give
Calloway its only lead of the
night, Tilghman responded with a
15-2 run for a 15-5 lead. Brad
Duncan scored seven points in
the opening period for Calloway,
but the Lakers trailed 19-10 after
the first quarter.
With the Tornado defense
keeping Callo-way's David
Greene in check, Tilghman
opened the second period with a
10-3 surge to take a 29-13advantage.
But Greene finally found the
mark in the last three minutes of
the first half with a 3-pointer and
an offensive putback, while
Adam Seiber converted a layup
and free throw as part of an 8-3
run that brought Calloway to
within 32-21 at halftime.
"David was hardly getting any
shots early on and we weren't
getting any good looks at the
basket," coach Greene said. "So
we tried to run a double post for
David to free him along the baseline. He needs a screen to get
open, but he does a good job of
reading screens, and that
loosened things up a little bit."
Another three by Greene and
two free throws by McKee!

brought Calloway to within 34-26
early in the third, and suddenly
Tilghman looked at least somewhat beatable before regaining
control.
"Ron had his team well prepared." Chumbler said of Calloway's run that bridged the second
and third quarters."We knew this
wouldn't be an easy game, and
we had to play hard. Early in the
third quarter, we knew we were
in a game."
Greene led Calloway with 15
points while Duncan added 14.
The Lakers were 17 of 40 from
the field, 6-of-16 from 3-point
range and 6-of-15 at the free
throw stripe.
Smith paced Tilghman with 17
points while Chris Sivels added
12 as 11 different players scored
for the Blue Tornado, which was
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said, "and then the other girls
will step up and get theirs."
Tilghman is paced by guard
Crystal Mason's 14 points per
game. Shunda Pettigrew adds 12
points per game while Tunisha
Woods chips in 11.5.
In the two teams' only matchup of the 1995-96 season, Sarah
Snyder's 20 points led Murray in
a 68-47 win on Dec. 7. Williams
added 17 and Thomas chipped in
16.
Harrell says Tilglapan has,
"improved considerably,"
evidenced by their Second District championship last week.
"They won their district over
there, but when people look at
(the matchup) I think they'll consider us the favorite," the coach
explained.
Despite losing in their most
recent outing,. the Lady Tigers are
still in good shape, Harrell said.
Due to the Lady Tigers' loss, and
rival Fulton County's defeat in

a hot 28 of 50 from the field, 12
of 18 from the free throw line,
while outrebounding Calloway
30-24.
"They had too much quickness
and depth for us to deal with,"
Greene said. "Our kids played
hard and kept plugging, but
Tilghman is playing with confidence right now and they're playing the way a team ought to be
playing at the end of the year."
The game was the final appearance for Calloway seniors Anderson, Duncan, Seiber, Jay Stark
and Jamie Stockdale.
"I think the seniors provided
some great leadership for us this
year," Greene said. "It was very
gratifying to work with them and
they can go away with some fond
memories of playing on a good
team that went to the region two
years in a row."

the district finals, Murray moved
into what could be considered the
lesser bracket — away from powers Fulton, Graves County and
Marshall County.
Harrell said his team, this
year's All-A Regional champion,
is motivated by the fact that
they're just three games away
from a trip to the Girls' Sweet 16
in Bowling Green.
"I talked to the girls (Monday)
and we talked about winning the
All-A Itegional," said Harrell. "If
we can come back and win this
regional we'd be the first team to
do that. That's quite an
accomplishment."
Tilghman is the first obastacle
in the Lady Tigers' way, and the
most important game of the season. Still, Harrell, ever the diplomat, has the Lady Tigers' path
Laid out.
"Ore you get that first win,
you're just one win away from
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Toronto al Mani. 6.30 pm
lataavese• Atlanta. •30 pm
Seale at Minnesota. 7 pm
New Jersey at San Antonio, 730 pm
Houston a Utah, $ pm
L A Laker' at Naves. • p m
Sacramento al Portland. 9 P in
Indiana • VIIIICOUVIV, 9 pm

SAVE UP TO $500 PER YEAR ON GAS
Since 1949

Premium Grade Gas

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS
Payment Plan Available

Fuelish Person: Someone paying rent or more per —
gallon for gas on the tank they will never own.

Lake Region Propane Gas
31 Small Lane
Hardin, Kentucky
753-8011

the finals," said Harrell. "Once
you get into the finals...come
what may."

Cu
Tu
re
rf
your lawn care professionals
FERTILIZING • WEED CONTROL • INSECT CONTROL

753-1320
Customer Service
Direct Line

Your Lawn Is au Business. Guaranteed.

Our copiers are only a small part of our

516 Main- St.
Downtown • Murray

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm IS there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

II Murray...

III Tornado...
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Based on some of his on-thefield conduct during his 17 years
as a manager with the Orioles, it
would have been hard to picture
Weaver walking the quiet fairways amid the civility of a country club.
Weaver, his cheeks billowing
as his face reddened, would frequently turn his cap backwards to
unleash his anger nose-to-nose
with any umpire who had
wronged the Orioles with. a
missed call.
Weaver's election, however,
was based more on his ability to
assess baseball talent and lead
than those moments he spent
flailing his arms in disgust or
kicking dirt at an umpire's knees.
Weaver led the Orioles to a
record of 1,480-1,060, and won
six AL East championships. He
managed 17 seasons and his only
losing year was 1986, his last in
the majors.
The Orioles reached the World
Series four times, but only won
the championship in 1970. In
1971 and 1979, Baltimore lost
the Series in seven games, both
times to Pittsburgh.

packages.
Take
another
look.
It's Xerox.

3year
Servi
arran
Xerox Total Satisfaction Guarantee that lets you
decide if ytm're satisfied. Why do we pack in so
much? Because the last thing y(ui want from a
small copier is empty promises.

THE DOCUMENT COMPANY

XEROX

gwin 4,Ccrhes
OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.

1-800-489-1414
(502) 753-0123
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Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
7-9
Sun.
11-7:00

It's The Total On The Tape That Counts!!!
Oscar
1.1a er

Select Trim Boneless

WIENERS
16 Oz. Package
Buy One, Get One

FREE
Reser Fresh 20 oz.

$1.69
Save $2.49
Save

Hashbrown Potatoes
Field Fresh
Ham Sausage

Marinated Select Trim Boneless
New York Strip Steak
Certified 3 Lbs. or More
Ground Chuck
Boneless Fryer
Breast Fillets

$4.19
Lb. $1.28
Lb. $2.49
Lb.

Bud 16 oz.
Cole Slaw
U.S. No. 1 Idaho
Baking Potatoes

$1.19
lb.

49'

RADISHES
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SAVE
49'

S4 es. Jug

Buy One, Get

Fresh 48 Count

IIE

S(

10-12 oz.

42.14.:16.
Lallk Cktobor.

pzps, DIET

Ore Ida Golden Crinkle or

FREE

2 Lb. sag
Buy One, Get One

A
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in MI
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12, 1
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.134

FREE

*egg

IT. DEW, DIET MT. DEW,'
DR. PEPPER, DIET DR. PEPPER

GOLDEN FRIES

SAVE
49'

Buy One, Set One

Waffles
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Rich
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GREEN ONIONS

One

Buy One, Get One

Downyflake Frozen

Fi
Mou
ial N

Fum
E)
Sodi

Buy One, Get One

APPLE
JUl

16 oz.

kiwi,Star Crud, itSWIlillS,
Swiss Ms, Ruud Sticks, Rod Scum
11-16 oz. Box

1947

11
chap
Bun

100%
Pure
Lucky Leaf

99
SNACK CAKES

A
a MI

Florida Red 6 oz. Pkg.

NEW
YORK
STRIP
STEAK

$1.79
lb. $2.89
$1.79

C

Lb.

Select Trim
\ Boneless

Field Sliced
Bacon
Field Smoked
Pork Chops
Clifty Farm Mixed Slices
1/4 Country Ham

CORN

38

FREE
Buy One, Get One

Fresh
Sweet
Florida
Yellow

CHUCK
ROLL
ROAST

u cy
g
- --f
Oscar Mayer Meat

-

at 1

,tLiter

ICA 48 oz. Bd.

Zest

Resta Red Box Only

Campbell's Assorted Varieties

SALTINES

SPAGHETTI SAUCE

16 oz.
Buy One, Get One

A
A

WA PUS, Corn, Green
Beans, 14 es. Cans

Vegetable
Oil

II

VegetablP2

Skalds Squesze,,

J.

Prairie Farms Ilah6I

COUNTRY CROCK

-LEMONADE or

16 Oz. Bottle
Buy One, Get One

FRUIT DRINK

1/2 Gal. Citrus Royal

r
u

Buy One, Get One
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Deaths
George W. Lofton
George W. Lofton, 78, Possum Trot, died Tuesday, March 5, 1996,
at 11:10 a.m. at his home.
A retired rural letter carrier for the Calvert City Post Office, he was
a member of Vaughn's Cahpel Cumberland Presbyterian Church since
1947 where he served as an elder and church treasurer for 48 years.
Mr. Lofton was a director of Marshall County Farm Bureau, a commissional. of Reidland Water District, a charter member of William A.
Doyle American Legion Post, and a member of Veterans of Foreign
Wars. He had served five years in the U.S. Army, two being served in
the Philippines.
He was the only child of the late Joe Lofton and Blanche Lofton.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Margueriue Lofton, to whom he
had been married for 53 years; one daughter, Grace Lynne Lofton,
Salem, Ind.; one son, Charles Allen Lofton, Calvert City; one grandson, Ronald D. Lofton, Houston, Texas; a cousin, Tommy Angle, New
Albany, Ind.
The funeral will be Friday at I p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck &
Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Wendell Ordway and the Rev.
Kevin Small will officiate. Burial will follow in Leonard Cemetery at
Possum Trot.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. Thursday.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
Vaughn's Chapel Church, 4775 Calvert City Rd., Calvert City, KY
42029 to provide for chimes to be put in the steeple. This was Mr.
Lofton's longtime dream for the church.

Thomas Frank Siress
The funeral for Thomas Frank Siress will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. John Hicks will officiate.
Burial will follow in Edwards Cemetery.
Mr. Siress, 89, Hardin, died Monday, March 4, 1996, at 4:05 a.m. at
Oakview Manor Health Care Center, Calvert City.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Tom L. Siress and Bulah
Barnes Siress; one sister, Mrs. Nola Siress Perrin; two brothers, Rudy
Siress and Edgar Siress.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Pauline Rudd Siress; two daughters, Mrs. Mary Lee Bennett, Hardin, and Mrs. Shelia Kay White,
Hazel; three sons, Roe Bert Siress and Van Thomas Siress, Benton,
and Gary Don Siress, Hardin; 15 grandchildren; 18 greatgrandchildren; two stepgrandchildren; three stepgreat-grandchildren.

Eldon Morris Puckett
Funeral rites for Eldon Morris Puckeu will be today at 2 p.m. at
Mount Olivet Baptist Church. The Rev. Jack Acree will officiate. Burial will follow in Zoar Cemetery with arrffigements by Roy M. Lowe
Funeral Home at Lowes.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Cancer
Society.
Mr. Puckett, 81, Lowes, died Monday, March 4, 19%, at 9:48 a.m.
at his home.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Novell Sanderson Puckett; three
daughters, Mrs. Winta Jane Sears, Murray, Mrs. Ova Gelane Miller,
RichmoncrTexas:
- and 1VUrs. Nancy SeIf,—Bily City, Texas; one son,
Troy Puckett, Savanna, Ill.; two sisters, Mrs. Thressa Houser, Lowes,
and Mrs. Susie Davis, Cunningham; 10 grandchildren; 15 greatgrandchildren.

Social Security rep to be in Murray
A representative from the Mayfield Social Security office will be
in Murray at the Calloway County
Public Library on Tuesday, March
12, 10:30 a.m. until 12:30 p.m.
A person should contact Social
Security:
•Before getting his or her first
Inue;;Imettlm Since' 18.11

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg

Dow Joao bd. Avg. 5457.23 + 14.81
DJIA Previous Close......,.5642.42
Air Products........ 54 No Trade
A T&
647/. + /
3
4
Bell South
+ 1/.
Briggs & Stratton.... 437/8 + 1/4
Bristol Myers SquIbb_1183
/
4 + 3/8
CB'!' Corp. Ky.•...........23B 24A
Chrysier....................57s/. + 1/8
Dean Foods.............251/8 + 3/8
EEC=
4 4.
Ford Motor..............325/8 + 1/4
General
+ 1/4
General Motors...523
/
4 No Trade
Goodrich...................783/8 + 3/4
Goodyear
No Trade
I B M....................119 No Trade
Ingersoll Rand-......—.413
/
4 « 3/4
« 3/8
K U
29/
3
4 +/
3
4
Kroger
• 3/8
LG&
th
Mattel
+ 1/4
McDonald,
LVI. +
Merck
1/8
J.C.
51 • /
3
4
Peoples First•........21'411 22A
Quaker Oats........
/
3
4
Schering-Piough..
WI.. I/4

job, because a Social Security number is required to get proper Social
Security credit for earnings. Employers are required to examine a
person's Social Security card. Be
sure to apply for a number at least
two weeks before it will be needed.
•After a death in the family to see
if survivor benefits can be paid.
-When someone in the family is
disabled, to find out if disability
benefits can be paid.
•At retirement — at 65 for full
rate benefits or as early as 62 for
reduced benefits. Sign up for Medicare 2 or 3 months before 65 even if
there are no plans for retirement.
•Anyone with a question or with a
report to make prior to the representative's visit to the library may
telephone the Mayfield Social Security office at 247-8095.

Federal State Market News Service Merck, 11141
Restudy Peruses Ares Hoe Markel Repel laclodes 2
guy* Steller Receipts Act. 321 RdSi IIIVTOWS
GM Weedy le .54 Meter Sows -34.2.1141 higher
$40130-47.011
US 1-3 23111-241
$42.541-44.341
US 1-3 215.131 lbs.
$43.5144.511
US 3-4 261.261 Rea
US 1-2 2411413 lbs.
$-36.34-3R-511
Sows
SKI.S411-311.4
US 1-2 275-3511 lbs.
US 1-3 311-454
INAS-32.116
US 1.3 4.16-525 lbe.
$33.0137.101
US 1.3 531• up Ms
UL54-293e
US 2-3 ROLM Ras
kers 123.501-24.611

MIGRAINE

Joe Pat Coleman
Services for Joe Pat Coleman were today at 11 a.m, in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. The Rev. Odell Colson officiated. Music was by Billy Buchanan, soloist, and Mrs. Oneida White,
pianist.
Pallbearers were Billy Coleman, Clifton Coleman, Zane Coleman,
Don Finnmey, Don Price, Sammy Pittman, James Pat Wilson and Jimmy Dan Kelso. Burial was in New Concord Cemetery.
Mr. Coleman, 65, New Concord, died Sunday, March 3, 1996, at
7:40 p.m. at St. Thomas Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
&At
.,

Please Call Today

(800) 445-6992

HELEN BROUGHTON photo

Murray-Calloway County Republican Women met Feb. 22 at Currie Center, Murray State University, and will continue to meet there monthly.
Present were, from left, back row, Molly Rogers, recording secretary,
Jackie Oliver, past president, Helen Tidwell, Caroline Eckleberry, treasurer, Nancy Meachem, Gene Wrather, Helen Suit, president, JoAnn
Hammack, Janie Parker, first row, Adeline Betts, vice president, Joy
Meade, Doyle Williams holding baby, Julia Catherine Meade, Katherine
Ray and Marie Kay. Not pictured is Helen Broughton, publicity chairman. Plans were made for a membership drive. All those Interested are
Invited to attend this special meeting on March 28 In Commonwealth
Room at Curtis Center. "Hawk" and Helen Boughton will entertain in
costumes. Guest speaker will be Rachel McCubbIns, state representative In Frankfort from Christian County. Refreshments will be furnished
by local Republican ladles. For information call President Suit at
759-1764.

Rockport

Teachers invited to program
Teachers from across the region
are invited to take pan in a special
program sponsored by the Ronald
McDonald's House Charities of Paducah, Ky., and the Center for
Economic Education at Murray
State University.
"Economics and Children's Literature" is a workshop designed to
train teachers how to effectively
blend economics and children's literature in their classrooms. The
workshop consists of two separate
sessions from 4:30 to 7:30 p.m. on
Tuesday, March 12 and Wednesday, March 13.
Primary teachers of students in
grades one through three are invited
to participate in the first session on
March 12, which will be held at
Paducah Community College in the
Allied Health Building E105. Intermediate teachers (grades four
through six) will attend the second
session on March 13 in the Community Conference Room at Pinelake Medical Center. Pinelake is
located in Mayfield, just south of
Hwy. 121 exit off of the Purchase
Parkway.
Barry Brown, director of MSU's

Center for Economic Education,
stressed that it is not necessary for
teachers to have prior economic
knowledge to attend the workshop.
The program is developed from a
curriculum that uses 30 commonly
read children's fiction and nonfiction books as the basis for teaching
economic concepts of scarcity, opportunity cost, resources, costs and
benefits, entrepreneurship, productivity, competition and barter.
Thirty lessons are featured which
provide examples of training in
economic concepts and how -to
integrate economics into literature.
Upon agreement of individual
school systems, teachers who participate are eligible to receive three
hours of professional development
credit.The Kentucky Deparunent of
Education has also approved this
workshop for KERA credit (see
catalog #0575P).
McDonald's will be providing a
light supper during each workshop.
A few openings are still available. If
you would like more information
about "Economics and Children's
Literature" call Brown at (502)
762-4277.

Now Available At...

CORN-AUSTIN®
Downtown • Murray

TIRES•TIRES•TIRES
*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance
Owners

Gerraid Boyd and Ronnle Melvin

.411
-. :1
1per.
tf„7

WAREHOUSE
400 industrial Rd.
753-1111
TIRE

NAOS IN TIN U.S.A.

*** * * * *** * * * * * * * * * *

FOR SALE
New, 4 BDR, 21/2
Bath, Brick Home
Quality Construction
Must Sell!
$194,000 (OBO)

Warkentin - Penner
Carpentry Company
759-2571

435-4013

435-4040

CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES
TERm
Jerry Bebout (left) of Heartland Ostrich Farm offers samples of various cuts
of Ostrich meat to members of the Lourdes Hospital Cardiac Club. Ostrich
tastes very much like beef, but has fewer calories and less fat. Several area
restaurants have started offering dishes containing Ostrich meat. The
Heartland Ostrich Farm is located 1112 Hampton Road, Salem, Kentucky,
42078.

Let our community work for you
1. Do you have multiple migraine headaches each month?
2. Do these headaches interfere with your daily activities?
a Are effective migraine medications just too expensive?
4. Would e trip to Murray every 4-8 wks. be too high
Ai price to pay for 1 year of free study related care
and medication?

[Y] [N]
[Y] [N]
[Y] [N]
[Y] [N]

If you answered yes to Ws 1-3,
then you may be eligible to participate
in a year long research project studying
an investigational medication for
the treatment of migraines.
Medical evaluations, study medications
and office assessments are FREE!

'
Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
UNC once uncharged

HILLIAKV
LYONS

Mrs. Mary L. Thweau, 68, Benton, died Monday, March 4, 1996, at
11:40 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
She was a member of Symsonia Baptist Church. One son, Steven
Dale Thweau, and her father, Ernest Francis, preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, the Rev. Headley Thweatt; two
daughters, Mrs. Ellen M. Northcott, Benton, and Mrs. Pamela L.
Howrd, stuart, Fla.; two sons, Mark E. Thweatt, Benton, and Kevin
Joseph Thweatt, Westland, Mich.; her mother, Mrs. Opal Francis
Quillman, Murray; 10 grandchildren, Stephanie Miller, LeAnn Sedlock, Todd Northcou, Carissa Thweatt and Corey Thwcatt, all of Benton, Tracy Donley and Greg Anderson, Dearborn Heights, Mich., and
Christopher, Adam and Shelby Thweatt, Westland, Mich.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. at Walnut Street Baptist
Church, Benton. The Rev. Mark Thweatt and the Rev. Terry Sills will
officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Wednesday). The body will be taken to the church at 11 a.m. Thursday for
visitation until the funeral hour.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Symsonia Baptist
Church Building Fund, P.O. Box 343, Symsonia, KY 42082.

HOG MARKET

3
4
......../11 + /
Thne Warner...,
.
UST
Wal-Mart.............-2.23/4 No Trade

Additional
*: Information
Available
Upon Request

Mrs. Mary L. Thweatt

FOUR RIVERS
CLINICAL

182 Days
9 Months

t\\I ‘i.
PERO N1 ‘61.. •
11110

4.65%
5.12%

11ININlt NI

DEPOSIT

$500
$500

12 Months Ai86% $500
24 Months 5.17% $500
60 Months 5.27% $500
Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These
annual
percentage
yields are effective
March 5, 1996.

PeoplesBank
Of Murray,Kentucky
k •1 fl

Kroger Mowry Market Clatter 747-2135
Maui Office. 5th & Main • North Branch 1 2th & Chestnut • Sau th
Branch: 12th & Story • 767-BANK

RESEARCH

"Putting the future to the test"
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Dr. Bob Lochte,associate professor in the deparunent of journalism
and mass communications at Murray State University, has earned
special recognition from the Broadcast Education Association for a
paper which he authored. "Where
Did They Go Wrong?: American
Wireless Inventors of the 19th Century" has been chosen as one of the
best papers in the History Division
for 1996.
Lochte has been invited to present_this paper at the 1996 convention whin,* will be held next month
in Las Vegas, Nev. The BEA represents the largest and most prestigious academic society in electronic
media studies. Its convention is held
jointly with the National Broadcasting Association, the industry's
largest trade organization.
This study began in 1990 when
Lochte and Larry Albert began a
project to replicate the inventions of
Nathan B. Stubblefield, the Murray
inventor of wireless telephones.
Lochte found a rich heritage of
American ingenuity among wireless
inventors, beginning with Samuel
F. B. Morse and Joseph Henry in the
1840's, which continued throughout
the 19th century. Edison,Bell,Testa
and many lesser known electricians
like Stubblefield came very close to
developing the efficient electromagnetic wave technology which
lead directly to radio. But for various reasons which the paper explains, they all came up short.
Lochte's research produced two
additional papers entitled, "What
You Think: The Use of Non-representative Polling in Local Television News," and "Inventors,
Hare-Brained
Cranks,
and
Schemes: American Wireless Inventors of the 19th Century." He has
also completed a screenplay entitled
"Crazy Nate and His Wireless Telephone: The Life and Legend of
Nathan B.ti tubblefield." This 30

minute documentary is currently in
production by Bradley David Productions of Evansville, Ind., under
the direction of Brad Kimmel, a
Murray State University graduate of

1983.The program is expected to be
aired statewide this summer on
Kentucky Educational Television.
Lochte began his higher education studies .at Bowdoin College,

Stranger!
Searching for some answers
to all those who/what/where
questions about your new city?
As WELCOME WAGON
Represenative, it is my job to
help you get over the hurdles of
being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful
gifts. Community info. Adivce
on reliable business in your
new neighborhood and more.
Call...

He is a member of the National
Broadcasting Society/Alpha Epsilon Rho, National Advisory Council, American Culture Association,

Humanities and Technology Association, and-Wilson Center Assoc,iates. LoChte also serves as an accredited correspondent for the "Broadcasting and Cable" magazine.

St
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Creamette

Macaroni & Chees

71/4 Box

FOODS

Coke, Diet Coke Mello Yello

March 1996

111EIMEICEI

2 liter
Bottle

116 7 8 9
11 12 1111111.

Coke 6 Pk. 20 Oz. Bottle Non-Refundable $2.99

TeR

Sweet & Low

Black Top

Sweetner

Pink Salmon

120
Ct.
Box

Turner

g(
th

C
OEztr

Bush's

Chili Hot Bean

Ragu Traditional

Little Debbie
Oatmeal or Zebra

Cake

15
Oz.
Can

1N/T I1LTII Iii
100% Pure
Ground Chuck

Split Fryer
Breast

Any Size
Pkg.

U.S.D.A. Boneless

Chuck Roast

Boneless

1.Chicken Breast

U.S.D.A. Boneless

Chuck Steak

Carrot

3

for $1

Red

Radish
fcsr $1

M01118611

Kathryn Outland 763-3071
Hostess Ineperlait 111243611
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Dinner set
for March 26
Dr. Bob McGaughey and Bob
Valentine, a.k.a. "Dr. Trey and Dr.
Vee," will perform their somewhat
serious act on "Communications" at
the annual spring professionals dinner sponsored by the Murray State
chapter of Public Relations Student
Society of America on March 26.
The dinner, which will begin at6
p.m., will be held in the ballroom of
the Curns Center. While the dinner
is traditionally geared toward having regional public relations, advertising and marketing professionals
spend an evening with students in
PRSSA, this year it is open to the
general public.
McGaughey and Valentine have
been conducting Communications
workshops and performing the
comedy duo of Dr.Trey and Dr. Vee
since 1978.
Together they hold more than 60
years of communications experience including teaching, advertising,
public
relations
and
broadcasting.
McGaughey, chairman of the
department of journalism and mass
communications, has been a faculty
member at the university since
1969. He was selected8the Distinguished Professor in 1990, the Max
Carman Outstanding Teacher in
1984 and the Professional Secretaries Boss of the Year in 1989.
Valentine, president of Medical
Claims Service of America and of
Theatre Arts Enterprises, is an adjunct professor in communications
at Murray State.
An author and playwright, he
continues to preform his one-man
show of "An Evening with Mark
Twain." Valentine received the Lowry Award for business support of
the arts from the Murray Chamber
of Commerce in 1992.
The two have been named to
several "Who's Who" publications,
including "Who's Who in American
Eritenainment."
Tickets for the Italian buffet arc
$10for the public and $8 for Murray
State students. To make reservations, contact the journalism and
mass communications office at
(502) 762-2387 by March 20.

later earning a Master of Arts degree
from Columbia College in 1974,
followed by a Ph.D. from the University of Tennessee at Knoxville in
1987.
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Students to.,,
attend event
Murray State University is planning to host around 250 high school
students from across the region at
the 4th annual Engineering Technology Day program. Sponsored by
the department of industrial and
engineering technology, the twoday event will be held Thursday and
Friday, March 7-8, at the Collins
Center for Industry and Technology.
Dr. Dan Claiborne, assistant professor and coordinator of Murray
State's Technology Center,says this
program gives the university a
chance to welcome area students
and show them what Murray State
University has to offer in the field of
engineering technology education.
Some of the activities students
will be able to take pail in will
include tours through the Collins
Center for Industry and Technology
and demonstrations on civil/construction labs, robotics, computeraided drafting and design, computer-aided manufacturing, computer
numerical control, electrical engineering technology and environmental engineering technology.
For more information about attending Engineering Technology
Day call (502) 762-6910 or 7623636.

Region to
get special
thank you
The West Kentucky Caucus is
hosting the first "West Kentucky
Thank You" night on March 21, in
Frankfort,at the Farnhann Dudgeon
Civic Center from 5:30 to 8 p.m.
The Caucus is hosting this event
to express appreciation for past,
current and future support of our
region's projects and programs on
behalf of all of West Kentucky.
In addition, Gov. Patton and Lt.
Gov. Henry will join the event.
This event will be important, but
will also be fun. Dress is casual, no
ties allowed. Plans are in the works
for lots of West Kentucky hospitality, including Bar-B-Que, Burgoo and Bluegrass.
Tickets for this event are $10
each and may be purchased from the
West Kentucky Corp. by calling
762-3294. Tickets need to be purchased in advance and before March
15.

Boston to
offer course
No matter which political party
captures the White House this coming November,all financial experts
encourage us to invest wisely. In
order to help follow that advise,
Murray State University's Office of
Community Education is sponsoring a course designed to assist the
baby boomer generation in planning
for retirement years.
Investment Opportunities, a sixweek course, will be taught by Betty
Boston, Certified Financial Planner
in the Murray office of JJ.B. Hilliard W.L. Lyons. The class will
meet on Thursday evenings from 7
to 9 p.m., beginning March 21 and
continuing through April 25.
The course content will address
making proper investment decisions
now to protect retirement income.
Boston will explain all aspects of
personal financial planning, investing for safety income and capital
-groxth, IRA's and mutual funds.
Course discussion will also cover
protection against risk,dealing with
a stockbroker and understanding the
stock exchange.
Tuition is $40 per person, or
married couples may sign together
at a reduced fee of $70. To receive
more information, or register for
this course, call the Office of Community Education at (502) 7622160, or toll-free at 1-800-6697654.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable C.Ir,
• Call Us tor Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

753-4461

Prices Good
March 6 thru
March 12

C
)
I

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

1ETV

90-04,e

914944t

New Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-7 p.m.

Deli Hot Line
753-781 1

lexad 961
/
24

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turlioeys, Hams & Shoulders
U.S. Choice BonelessI

Miss Goldy Boneless

Country Style

1/4 Sliced

Chicken Breast

Spare Ribs

Pork Loin

Boneless Beet

Short
Ribs
$ 1 69

Lb.
$239

Extra Lean

Stew
Meat
$ 1 59

189Lb

Field

Franks &
Dinner
Franks
$

Center Cut

Rainbow

Pork Chops

Ham Stebk

Hyde Park
100 Ct

Tea Bags
$1 79

$219Lb

Butterball

I

Bacon

149

$ 1 99

Lb

Owen's Best Family Pack

Extra Lean

Ground
Beef
3-4 Lb. Pkg.

Ground Chuck

89!
99
3/89'

$239
Lb

Pillsbury
Plain or S R
5 Lb Bad

Macaroni

1 59
Lb

Flour

7 oz

79`

Lb.

1 Lb

Red Cross
Bite Size

Taco Bell

Refried
Beans

169

Chuck Roast
39
1
Turkey

Flav-O-Rich

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, 7-Up,
Cat. Free Pepsi, Mt. Dew

2% Milk
Gal. $

'1 99

2 Liter

99*

gle,roretwireaff old
PORCELAIN ON STEE1_ GOURMET
WARE

Soft & Gentle

Prelate Pink

Owe,
Sold Seperatek

Salmon
$119
14.7 oz.

Bathroom Tissue
4 Roll Pkg.

'
89

Regular Retail

open
SSUCC
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So Dri Single Roll

Paper Towels
Kibble & Bits

Dog Food

2/1
2/$5
79'
94'
thoz.3/s

4 Lbs.

Hyde Park

Bleach

gal.

Veg-All Homestyle

Vegetables

29 oz.

Red Gold

Tomato Sauce

Sunshine Krispy

Orange Crush, Squirt,
Barqs Root Beer

12 pk. $279

Prairie Farm

Coffage Cheese

$ 1 39
16 oz.

Mrs. Paul 10-11.9 oz.

Kellogg's Frosted

Mini Wheats

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, 7-Up, Mt. Dew,
Cat. Free Pepsi
12 pk.
Mt. Olive Sweet

52"
$329
$159

16 oz

Cheese

24 oz

8 oz.

Prairie Farm

Whole Milk
Mt. Olive Hamburger

Dill Chips

99'
$289
2/s3
99'
$1.99

1 lb.

Kraft Shredded

Fish Fillets & Sticks
Gherkins

Crackers

1/2 gal.

46 Oz.

I

eli
Owen's Best
Honey Baked

Owen's Best
Pit

Ham
$429

BBQ Pork
$499

Lb

Lb.

Owen's Best
Storemode

Owen's Best
Oven Baked

Cole Slaw

Turkey Breast
$429

99Lb

Lb

00—we

Owen's Famous
9 Pcs. fried

Texas Red

Fresh Yellow

Juicy Sweet

Chicken

Grapefruit

Onions

Pears

5 Lb. Bag

1

99

Lb

$499

L

nrtean
Ere
AM

Cheese
99

$2

Lb

29 79.

Florida

Crisp Green

Strawberries

Onions

Juicy Red
Delicious

Apples

0
99 3/$1 59?
Lb

•
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6, 1996

CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
1211Pigy Ask

TOAME

$6.00 Column Inch
Cescouni 2nd Ru,.
60% Decount 34 Run.
44.. .1 Ara WO AA item SDoy Paged/
$200 per column Inch extra for
010
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).
020
025
301 pm word. $6.03 minimum 030
1 st day . 64 per word per day tor 040
each al:Winched consecutive 050
day. $2.00 extra for 5hopper
(Tues. Classifieds go Into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for
190
blind box ods.
370
XxcL,Scrte.:12.5epszist 390
A $200 tee me be requesche nuke 430
cart, changes to ad aloe deadline. 550

Reader Ads

020

ANNOUNCEMENTS
.ego, Notice
Notice
Personals
Cord of Thanks
in Memory
Lost & Founcl
FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
LiveStOck & Suppies
Pouitoe & Suppias
Ptockice
Feed & Seea

Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
available'
100% reinsured'
100% investment
grade assets'

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes for Rent
moolie home Lots tor Rent
Business Rentals
Wont To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Pent
Houses For Pent
PCX Rent or Lease

470
480
4&5
490
495
500
510
520

310
320
330
340
36C

JAN'S Custom Sewing &
Alterations, 512 S. 7th
753-2422

Dot Springs
Manicure
$15
Mini Manicure $10
Acrylic Nails
625
* On Sale *
Pedicure
Sale Price $22

KIDS, KIDS, KIDS' 804
Coldwater Fid, 759-4577
All items $450 & under,
now $100 Items $4 50 &
up, now half price Maternity & Womens Clothes

yringe a_genefits
753-1137

WANTED
TO LEASE
Dark Fired
or Burley
Tobacco Base

759-1330
•

The
Dinner Bell Restaurant
On Hwy. 68 - 1/2 mile from
Jonathan Creek Bridge

--1 Opening for Season
Saturday March 2nd
Hours: Mon-Sat. 4-9 p.m.
Sunday 11-8 p.m.
Closed Wednesday

NEEDED 50 People who
are seriously interested in
losing between' 5 & 200
pounds Guaranteed or
your money back
800-334-8827
030
Card
of Thanks

NURSING

HOME

RN SUPERVISOR
Westview Nursing Home is a superior rated, 174
bed Medicare certified nursing facility affiliated
with Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Our facility offers competitive salary and excellent
benefits including health and life insurance as well
as paid vacation and sick days
This position is available on the 7-3 shift for any
applicant with an Associates Degree or Bachelor's
Degree in nursing Long-term care experience
preferred
Please apply in person or contact Barbara Clapp
RN. DON, at (502) 753-1304

502 753 1304
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET MURRAY KENTUCKY 42071

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 651/2,
according to Federal Law,they are all guaran1;:

ii

ar•
474..

teed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price 2. Company stability. 3. Service.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated'
oompanies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West Ky for over 30 years and

would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free:
1-800-455-4199

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Ports
Used Cars
Vans
used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

060

MERCHANDISE
. ...... Consouters
For Sole a Trod.
Wont To Buy
ArlsCles For Sole
APOlianc es
Horne Furnishings
.. Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Mocnines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musc al
M.scellooeous
T V & Radio
Pets & Suaalres

PART time maintenance,
Must have good manners,
polite and work well with
people. Lawn skills required. Starting pay,
$5.25/hr. Apply at Hilldale
Apts office, 7-3, Mon-Fri.
-EOE 437-4113.

GROWING company
seeks highly motivated in- WORK at home Earn $
dividual to tom sales staff while losing weight.
Must be able to work well 502-354-9407
with public Excellent salary
& benefits Company car
furnished, expenses paid
Sales experience is preferred. Overnight travel is
required Send resume to
P.O Box 548, Pans, TN
38242 Attn . Marketing
Dept.

Thanks to everyone
for what they done
during the illness and
death of our beloved
mother, grandma,
great nanny and great
great nanny, Ruby
Anderson Youngblood.
With Thankfulness,
The Family
060
Help
Wanted
ACCEPTING applications
at USA Union 76, 814 Sycamore 753-7333
ATTENTION Murray
'POSTAL
JOBS'
$12 68/hr to start, plus benefits Carriers, sorters.
clerks. computer trainees
For an application & exam
information.
call
1-800-636-5601, ext P
3482. 9am-9pm. 7 days.

DEPENDABLE waitresses
kitchen help at Cypress
Springs Resort. Call for appointment. 436-5496.
DRIVERS/OTR SSHH...Be
Verwee, Varwee Quiet.
We're Hunting Drivers!
No Northeast Home Every
6-10 Days No Touch
Freight Min 23, 1 yr. OTR,
CDL
w/HazMat
1-800-848-0405 Paschall
Truck Lines, Inc An EEO
Employer

HOME TYPISTS, PC users
needed $45,000 income
potential
Call
1-800-513-4343 Ext B8155
HOUSE painters, 2 years
experience minimum
Steady work. Apply at
Black's Decorating Center.
701 So 4th St, Murray, Ky
INTERNATIONAL COMPANY expanding to this
area Opportunity to capitalize on modern day environmental problems Call
David for appointment
527-5376
LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE FOREMAN. Must
have verifiable experience
in lawn or landscape maintenance Clean license, excellent communication
skills and professional attitude required Salary
based on experience arid
skills Call Maley Lawn &
Landscape Service, MonFri, between 9-5 at
753-5726
MATURE honest, over 25
for furniture delivery, warehouse, setup, all around
work Must be able to drive
furniture van. Apply at Wiggins Furniture, Hwy 641 N,
across from Memorial Gardens, between 9am & 5pm.

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

WANTED Someone to
' pass flyers for business, on
house and cars Call John
767-0508

Classified

NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS
APPLY IN PERSON AT

JAKEL, INC.
700 NORTH 4TH STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
PRODUCTION WORK
ASSEMBLY LINE + INCENTIVE
BENEFIT PACKAGE
WORK FOUR 10-HOUR DAYS,
M-TH 6.30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
OVERTIME POSSIBLE
Equal Opportunity Employer

REAL IS1A11 SALES
Mobile Homes For Sate
For Sale or lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lake Property
.
Lots For Sole
Forms For Sole
Homes For Sole
MISCELLANEOUS

410
540
560
5.70

Puty c So e
For '
,acre
Free Column
Woritec

OFFICE HOURS•t
Mon.-Fd. 8 am.-5 p.m.
Saturday B a.m.-11 am.
• Dwaine* we 2 days
Pr «Nance/

150
Ha*
Wanted

Help
Wanted

150
Articles
For Sale

Mids.
For We

PIONEER Convenience TAKING applications for 18FT Tandem axle low boy HEAVY duty WestingMad #2 is seeking cashier plumber, pipefitter, welder, type trailer Also stationary house dryer, brown $50.
for part time position. Must laborer, and operator. fuel tank. 492-6141.
Speed ()UAW multi-cycle
be 18 and willing to work Apply at Ernie Davis Mewasher, vanilla, $65.
evenings & weekends. chanical Job Trailer, Mur- 3-TON A/C, like new After 759-2369
5pm,
cal
753-8338
hours
Store
are 6arn-8pm, ray Univ. job site, 6:00am
Mon-Sat, Sun 9am-lpm. thru 4:30pm, Mon thru
Apply in person at 618S 4th 'Thurs.
St.
$WANTED$ 10 people
4/16/96 - 12/22/96
SALES ASSOCIATE. For- who need to lose weight
4/1
6/96 - 12/20/96
tune 500 company has im- and make money, to try
mediate opening for a sales new patented weight loss
75% time guarantee, all tools prorepresentative Spend 80% product. 502-354-8008.
vided, free housing to those beyond
of your selling time calling
local
recruiting area.transportation &
on established local ac070
counts. Company paid
subsistence paid when 1/2 contract
Domestic
training, complete commet. $6.00/hr, - cutting/housing.
& Childcare
pany benefits_ First year
$5.54/hr.
- setting/stripping. Conincome $25,000.-. Send re- Al HOUSE Cleaning. Call
sumes to: Personnel RL, 436-2102, Jodie or Julie.
tact local State Employment Service
3354 Perimeter Hill *210,
Office.
CLEANING homes & ofNashville,TN 37211.
fices is my business Linda,
759-9553.

Tobacco Workers Needed

To All Our Classified
Business On A Budget
Advertisers
As Of April 1, 1996 the
4 Week Rate Will Be $195.
Tobacco Workers Needed

4/16/96 -- 12/25/96
75% time guarantee, all tools provided, free housing to those beyond
local recruiting area,transportation &
subsistence paid when 1/2 contract
met. $6.00/hr. - cutting/housing.
$5.54/hr. - setting/stripping. Contact local State Employment Service
Office.

Hi-Energy Weight
Control Center
We're now interviewing for the following position:

•Center Manager
Must have outgoing personality
and have sales experience.
Apply In person or call 767-0780
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
305 N. 12th St. Suite D
University Square, Murray, Ky.

WILL do babysitting in my
home, days only.
759-4490
100
Business
°poodle*/

Ready to make a change?
Inquire now!
Free training is available for the right person.
Only those 55+ need apply.
For more information contact one of the
following numbers:

FOR Sale: Used book store
operation. Readily movable
to another location Approximately 25,000 paperback books of all types
Modular shelving, desk/
chair, stools & more. Everything needed to operate a
used book store. Priced to
sell! Call 502-395-1710 or-502-395-4975.

The Senior Employment Provarn is funded under the Job
Training Partnership Act by the West Kentucky Private Industry
Council and the Workforce Development Cabinet. This is an
equal opportunity program. Auxiliary aids and savioes are
available upon request to individuals with disabilities.

FRANCHISE for sale, Mayfield, Benton, Paducah,
West Ky and Tn. 753-1300.

MANAGER TRAINEE

120

Computers
ANNOUNCING! POWER
FUL NEW COMPUTERS
NOW BUILT IN MURRAY
FOR YOU. HAWKINS RESEARCH 1304-E CHESTNUT STREET, 753-7001
FREE 90 DAY 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
ON YOUR NEW LOCALLY BUILT CUSTOM
COMPUTER. FOR FREE
DETAILS CALL HAWKINS RESEARCH AT
753-7001
MONITOR; 14* SVGA,
.28dp, NI. Used only 2
weeks, $250 Call
753-4935.

247-7171
Graves

753-8325
Calloway

554-2097
McCracken

1-800-866-4213
Other Counties

A management position in the Paducah/
Murray area can be yours after 6 months
of specialized training. Earn 35-50K in
management. We offer:
•Expense paid high impact training
4400 wk. guarantee to start
•Complete medical & dental benefits
•401K savings plan
•Advancements based on merit, not
seniority.
To qualify you must be 21 or over,
ambitious, enthusiastic, and goaloriented.
For Confidential Interview
Call Today & Tomorrow
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
442-2080
Ask For Mr. White
Not affiliated with hotel.

140

Want

MIG Welders needed
Apply in person, Vegan
Metal, Sedalia 328-8980

NATIONAL Scouting Museum has Security Guard
position to be filled 8-15
Hours per week High
school graduate required,
security experience preferred Call 762-3383 or
HOMEWORKERS urgent), come by Museum
offices
needed Earn weekly pay- for more information
checks from the comfort of application
your home Free details
Rush LSASE to, American NEEDED Home workers
Media Associates, Dept to help in our home mailing
AA, 381 E Oak Dr. Bucha- business Weekly checks,
free details Rush SASE to
nan, Tn 38222
Better Life, Rt 3 Box 98,
Murray, Ky 42071

270
365
420
430
4.35
440
450
460

MasterCard

0110

060
Help
Wanted

EXPECTANT Mother NOW hiring managers for
seeks mature individual to local Murray restaurant
care for infant beginning in Must be able to work anyearly summer Especially time day or night &
interested in having some- weekends Fast food manone come into my home, agement experience is prebut would consider other ferred Send resume to:
arrangements
Call Restaurant Manager, Rt 7
753-4899 and leave a Box 716, Murray, Ky
42071.
message
FULL time employment in
local office Hrs 8-00am to
5.00pm 2 Year Associate
Degree desired but not
compulsory Send resume
to. P.O Box 10400, Murray, Ky 42071.

120
133
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
los
203
210
220
240
260
3114;)

NOTICE I

COOKS needed, experience preferred Must be
reliable Apply in person
Spanky's, Puryear

WestiView

Insurance
Exterminating
Busness Services
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered
TRANSPORTA liON

Help
Waisted

HUTSON'S Western Store
New shipment of horse
trailers and utility trailers
753-4545

Real Nail. I or Real

SERVICES

Ord)

Time
For Spring

HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon-Sat,9 to 5,Sun 1
to 5 Nice consignment clothing $1 00 Buys mens,
women, children jeans,
753-4199
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464. Call
DISNEY area, 5 days 4
489-2243 or 753-6981
hotel nights, use anytime.
Paid $310, will sell $100 ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
502 329-1589
See & Sew 753-6981

13

280
255

Notice

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

EXPRESS TAXI
OF MURRAY
Tel.
759-TAXI

080
233
250
290
511

Nodes

Just In

Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wonted
Domestic & Chilacore
Situation Wonted
Business Opportunity
instruction

000
070
090
IX
10

020

020

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST

753-1916

CALL

aslialtatin —
Advertisers are requested b
check ih• Int insertion of
Melt adobecmyener,.114wray
Lodge, &. Those will be
womb,tor only Dee incurred insertion. My error
shouid be reported Inxnedt•
ctoly so corm:eons can be
mode.

To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections. 753-9433 day
or night.
ANTIQUES Entire estates
or 1 piece. Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 days, 753-1418
evenings
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, a leaderin
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee, announces
the following job openings
REGISTERED NURSES
CCU - Full time 3-11, 11-7, 7P
experience preferred
ED - Full time 11-7
WS - Part lime 3-11
Radiology - Part time 7-3
PRN - All areas expenence preferred
UCENSED PRACTICAL NURSES
LTC - Part time 3-11
SURGICAL TECHNICIAN
OR - PRN
NURSING ASSISTANTS
WS - Part time 11-7
PRN, All shifts
PHLEBOTOMIST
Part time & PRN
Previous expenence preferred but not required
SECRETARY
Public Relations - Full time- High School Diploma with one
to three years clerical experience. At least one yew in
hospital setting preferred Must be able to use a word
processor s140 wpm rate Working knoMedge of Wordperfoci and Pagemaker Software Programs very helpful.
FILE CLERK
Imaging4Aedical Records Department Pan tme - Must
have a high school diploma or equivalent No experience,
metered but desIred 30 wpm required
FOOD SERVICE AIDE
Part erne, flexible schedule
For details contact:
Personnel Dept
(502)762-1106
t.qual Opportunrty
Employer

MURRAY
CALLOMY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
WANT to buy: Trucks up to
1 Ion, flatbed or dually. Also
farm tractors. Call us for
best prime. Paris,'77 AutoRV Sales 901-642-2077.
150

11.

Murray-Calloway County Hosprtal, a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee, announces
the following job openings
PUBLIC RELATIONS SPECIALIST - Full
time - Baccalaureate degree in Public Relations,
Journalism, or related field. Proficient in layout and
design. Able to produce wham and photographic
material includes responsibility for special events.
WordPerfect and Paganaker Software Programs is
very helpful. Must be able to use a word processor at 40
WMP rate.
For details contact:
Personnel Dept
(502)762-1106

Articles
For ase
12FT Fiberglass sheets,
$3/ea Paschal Salvage,
V. mile from Hazel.
498-8964
1895'0 BARBER dime for
sale. Call 489-2910.

MURRAY
CAU.OMY
COUNTY
I-13SPrFAL

Equal Opportunity
Employer

1403 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 42071

PRODUCTION OPERATOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Mattel and Fisher-Price have merged and as a result our manufacturing capacity
in Murray is expanding. We now have production operator positions available in
our world-class making operation. These 12 hour positions provide lots of off-time
and more Gaming,than traditional 8 hour work schedules Hours are either noon
to midnight or midnight to noon with 3 days off every other weekend The starting
pay rate is $620 and lops off at $884 Full benefits are available after•short
waiting period.
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers contact

Murray Employment Agency
210 South 12th Street
Murray, KY
759-21*

503 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentuck)
,42071

An Equal Opportunity Employer - WFADN
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CULTURED marble sinks,
large stock Many colors
Paschad Sarvage, A mge
from Hazel 498-8964

1981 686 INTERNATIONAL tractor with ca
nopy, $7250 obo
753-4545

D & IA MARKET coming to
We with onion sets seed
potatoes cabbage plants
& other cold pianos The
prettiest Pansies anywhere AN here at D &
Market 403 Sycamore
753-7483

1994, 2360 LONG tractor,
low his, diesel, pis, live plo,
aux hyd, $6750 Paris,'77 1992 CLAYTON, deluxe,
Auto -RV
Sales
16x70, 2 large br, 2 bath,
901-642-2077
central h/a, shed, in Coach
230 M/Fthssel, p/s, 4 new Estates For appointment
call anytime 753-9682
tires, live dutch, $5750
Paris, '77 Auto RV Sales 1993 CLAYTON 16x60,
901-642-2077
2br, 2 bath, completely
furnished, unclerpining &
4 ROW cultivator, 14ft
service pole, $17,000
Krause disk, '73 Dodge
502-376-5238.
grain truck 753-7845 after
5pm
1994, 16x80 ATLANTIC,
shingled roof & vinyl song
NEW util trailers in stock.
Appliances, front porch,
5x8, 5x10, 6x16 Flatbed, very nice Must be moved,
car haulers, slide in H.D.
759-9600
cattle racks on dropped axies, trailer with broker. 18' WE move Mobile Homes
Goosenecks Paris, for the public Today's
901-642-2077 '77 Auto Home, Benton, Ky
502-527-5645
Sales

DOORS some with
frames second and first
class fluorescent lights !beams, t v 753-5628
FACTORY CLEARANCE
SALE All steel buildings
24x36, 30x36, 60x90,
80x125 Save thousands
supply
Limited
502-886-0588
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length
Cover's 36 inches many
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co 489-2722

USED & new Farm Equip
Boom odes, bush hogs,
blades, mowers, etc Pans,
TANNING beds Commer901-642-2077 '77 Auto502-759-4713
Wolff,
cial
RV Sales
TANNING beds new &
used Wolff beds, local
200
dealer. service, parts, loSports
lamps
tions,
Equipment
50 2 - 7 5 3 - 9 2 7 4 ,
GUNS for Sale: New &
1-800-540-9790
Used, rifles, shotguns, pisTOP soil- grade A dark top tols, muzzleloaders, ammo
soil You haul or we haul and accessories Large
Call 474-2779 or 753-5628 selection of guns in stock.
B.H.B.
Firearms,
JUST recerved Truckload 436-2980, if no answer
of used strong panels, roof- please leave message
ing & siding Damaged
Many colors & lengths GO- GUNS, buy, sell, trade
ING CHEAP! Paschall Sal- 436-5650
vage, A mile from Hazel
498-8964
210
UPTOWN Boutique New
shipment of Prom dresses
& accessories Chiffon,
beaded & crepe
502 527-8899
WICKER furniture. Couch,
2 chairs & tabie. Also new
guitar & handmade log cabin quilt. 753-6898.

rson.
the
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A-FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
240

Yacisim
Cleaners
RAINBOW, Kirby, Electrolux Vacuums. Wholesale
prices with warranties.
502-462-3388.

71

eaty
Se in
Fbme
noon
Wing
short

tact

2BR, Trailer, no pets
Northwind Mobile Park
753-9866
NICE 2 bedroom mobile
homes furnished. Small
quiet court. Ideal for 1 or 2,
2./1 miles east Murray.
$150-$190/mo 767-0388,
753-8216.
285
Mobile
Home tate For Rent
MOBILE Home Village,
$80/mo, water furnished.
Coleman RE 753-9898.
3n0
Bushiest
Rentals

LARGE storage facility,
94E. Coleman RE
753-9898.
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 or
753-7536.
OFFICE or retail- 1000sq ft.
Next to Faye's, 310 N 12th
753-7743
OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621
RETAIL or Office Space in
S. Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612.

310
Want
To Real

1,2,380 apts. Furnished,
very nice near MSU. No
pets.
75 3 - 1 2 5 2
days,753-0606 after 5pm.
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray. 753-4109.
1. SLEEPING room, 1614
Olive, walk to MSU, ublity
furnished. Coleman RE,
753-9898.
2BR, 1 bath brick Duplex on
Southwood Dr, carport w/
storage room, yard maintenance provided 753-7618.

753-8107

2BR Duplex, gas heat, central air, new carpet, new
vinyl floor, refrig, stove.
20x30 ft storage Mg with
overhead door. 1403 Valleywood, $425/mo. No
pets. 753-3018.

/ ALPINE.
•)ockradrosgaim

•
Clarion'

EXTRA nice Duplex, 2br, 1
bath w/whirlpool tub &
shower, washer & dryer,
dishwasher, garage & large
deck. Close to MSU. No
pets. Call 753-5719.

Tapes

Car Audio

A0511L IIILJ CD"

Sunset Boulevard Music.
753-0113

Dixieland Center

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Anytime By Appointment

502-759-1333 io •
Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete indoor display for your
privacy and year round convenience.

LARGE 2br, Duplex, living
room, kik;hen, bath, gas
heat. 631 N 4th, $375/mo
753-8767, 753-2339.
NEW Luxury Apts. Spacious 2br, 2 bath, dishwasher, stove, refrigerator, washer & dryer hookups Located on Hwy 68
between Jonathan Creek &
Aurora $475/mo, plus security deposit. No pets. Call
474-2774 or 354-6347

Going Out Of
Fabric Business
&

HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
KY now taking applications.
You must be 62, handicapped, or disabled. Rent
based on income. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
527-8574 or 492-8721.
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Weedy Village, 1br
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income. 62 & older, Or handicap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity.
502-354-8888

Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
HRS. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

$1.50 yd.
1/2 Price
25% Off
Trims
5' es

NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing. Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between 8m-12rioon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

PARIS LANDING FABRIC SIOP
Hwy. 79E • Paris Landing • 642-7369
Open Alon.-Sart. 0-4, Closed Sundays

MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applic.auons for
1, 2 and 31x apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
MURRAY Manor Apartments now accepting applicabons for 1 2br apartments Apply in person
1 30pm-Ipm, Mon -Fri,
1409 Durgiud Dr
340
Houses
For Rem
2BR house, 94E
474-2335
4BR, 2 bath, large kit,
wooded lot, MSU 2 blks,
$600, negotiable
753-5026

460
Lots
For Sale

PRIME building lots, some
wrtrees, all underground
utilibes, natural gas Joins
Oaks Country Club
753-4010, 435-4226

Pats

si*Piles
DOG obedience classes o
private_ Serving Murray 14
years. 436-2858
HALF Blue Healer puppies,
$20/ea 753-8506
AKC registered Beagle
pups 753-2605
410
Public
Sale

3-Family
Garage Sale
1509 Canterbury Drive
Fri. March 8,
8 a.m.-12 p.m.
Sat. March 9,
8 a.m.-12 p.m.
new washing machine, furniture, fishing equipment,
dothes, TV, stereo equipment, luggage, microwave,
vaccum, leel blower and
much, much more.

4130
Real
Estate
2400 SO FT Commercial
building & Vi acre lot. Natural gas, central h/a, 2yrs
old. 753-4547.
30 ACRES of land on E-94
& Little Golden Pond. Will
divide. 474-8373.
36.73 ACRES, 6 miles
north of Murray Rolling
pasture land, 9 acres tillable. 753-7652.

ACREAGE, Lovely home
pasture, timber, creeks
barn & more Henry Co Tn
901-247-5368
ISO
Hamm
For Sea

BY Owner- Custom designed and built for quality,
energy efficiency and
openness, 3br, 2% bath, 1
acre lot. Quiet neighborhood, many extras. Shown
by appointment 753-9778
Open House 2-4pm. Sunday March 10 and 17
CONDOMINIUM for sale or
lease. Energy efficient, low
maintenance 1380 sq ft,
w/garage. 753-3293 alter
6pm.
GATESBOROUGH, 4br, 4
bath, 2 story, 4100/+ sq ft
Lots of extras, Walnut cabinets, Conan baths,
decks, gazebo, sprinkler
system, large game room,
study
753-5940,
436-5946
LAKE area, almost new,
3br, 2 baths, 340 acres.
Mid 96's. Serious inquiries
only. No Realtors
436-5983
NEARLY new Executive
Style home with ceramic
Ber-Ber carpet, top
quality wallpaper throughout. 4BR, 2'4 baths, with
2>4 car detached garage
with a finished 16x30'
game room above. No
Realtors please. 753-2339.
NEW 3br. upper 70's, all
city utilities, outside city limits 753-3672
REDUCED, Graves
county, between Mayfield &
Murray. Immaculate 3br, 2
bath, 2 car garage, many
extras. Call Glinda,
247-6954. Barclay Real
Estate.

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.
ROADFRONT property between Murray & Hazel No
less than 2 acres.
753-6980

'h ACRE building lots in a
already established subdivision, less than a mile to:
North school, 641 N, skating rink or across from Sullivan's Golf Course. Call
Grey's at 759-2001 or
753-5628_
6 LOTS, Rock House
Creek Subdivision, approx
6 mi. north of Murray. 3.9k,
4 87 Acre each 489-2422,
437-4755
9 PRIME building lots, including corner lot in Preston Heights Subdivision,
located behind Gatesborough All underground city
utilities, some with trees
They won't last lcmgl!! CaN
753-2339, ASAP!

1993 FORD Ranger XLT,
ext cab auto trans,4-Long,
air, prw. p/1. leer cap, extra
sharp, 22xxx miles,
$13,000 753-8277

ALL around hauling Junk
clean up cleaning ,out
sheds gutters yard work
tree work Reasonable
Rates Joe 436 2867

1990 YAMAHA Big Bear 4
wheeler 437-4832
1992 250X, EXCELLENT
condition, $2600
489-2835
1992 RM 125, sharp
753-9558 ask for Mickey
1994 HONDA XR 100
753-3869
1995 YAMAHA Blaster,
very nice new pipe
silencer Take over payments or $2300 753-9891
after 5pm
490
Used
ewe

1994 DODGE 4x4, % ton
V-10, white, 14xxx miles,
$21,900
loaded
502-554-1360
1994 FORD Ranger XLT,
5sp, dcyl, $9600 low miles
759-1410

'89 FORD Bronco II XLT,
excellent condition in & out
For info call 753-7787

'91 EDDIE Bauer Ford Explorer 4x4, CD, sunroof,
1984, 98 REGENCY, leather interior, tent, 65xxx
miles. Call Mon-Fri, after 5
$1300 obo 489-2856
or on weekends, 753-4419
1984 FORD Thunderbird,
asking $1300 436-5325 af- '94 DODGE SLT, 4x4, full
ter 6pm
size, loaded, V8,auto wiod,
pew, pri, a/c, arrs/fm cas1986 CAVALIER car Been
sette, 28xxx miles,
hit in front, still drives & runs
$18,500 436-2299,
good 5Sp & air, $1400 '77
436-5061
Auto-RV Sales, Paris
901-642-2077
510
1990 CADILLAC DeVille
Sedan, white, locally
Campers
owned 753-4097
1976 CHAMPION motor
1994 98 OLDS Regency, 1 home, 26tt, very good con
owner, low miles, like new
dition, $6000 489-6120
901-584-4475.
1977, 21FT Travel trailer,
3- MAZDA -RX--T-s- AN-8a, sleeps 4, good 000ditieri.
moving must sell Call Priced down from, $3400 to
$2900 firm_ 753-0773
759-1890
1987 31' ALLEGRO Motor
Home, 454 Chevy engine,
gen., awning, queen bed,
new tires, dual air, elec
step, driver door etc.
'93 EAGLE Summit, 18xxx $18,900, 49xxx miles.
miles, 1 owner, warranties, Paris, days 901-642-2077,
excellent condition, 4dr, nights 901-642-3437.
white, $7,000 or best.
30' 1994 LAYTON travel
753-4571
trailer, excellent condition,
'93 TOYOTA Tercel, 1 with lots of extras A must
owner, good condition, see Price negotiable
30xxx miles 753-4888.
753-2000
495
fl TON p u slide in camper, stove, refng, furnace,
Yeas
toilet, air, tv, etc Very
dean 436-2990
1983 CHEV. glass all ar
ound, good _condition, Pr_ _ FIFTH wheel camper,
iced to rdill-75374131 after stove, reIng, furnace & a/c,
5pm.
sleeps 4 Located at Miss1986 FULL size Dodge ing Hill Call 436-2616
Conversion Van, 77xxx
520
miles, will take best offer
8oste
753-9621
& Motors
500
16FT Fiberglass brad boat,
Used
inboard-outboard w/trailer,
Trucks
$2500 16FT Runabout,
100hp motor w/trailer,
1964 FORD pickup, cus
4 36 - 5 8 1 1 ,
torn cab short bed, auto $ 1 500
new 429 engine, no rust 436-2058
new paint Runs good
16FT Hydrasport with 85
must sell, $1250 obo
Evinrude, 12-24 Johnston
767-0508
trolling motor & 2 depth
1987 DODGE 4x4 pickup, finders, $3,000 395-7932
auto, ad, swb, $5750 '77 17FT Jon boat, 20hp MarAuto -RV
Sales
iner, used very few hours",
901-642-2077
trailer, battery, depth finder,
1988 FORD Ranger ex- trolling motor, all in exceltended cab, w/chevy 305 lent condition. Anchors,
V-8 engine and a TH350 carpeted, 3 seats, 5 life
auto/trans Tinted win- preservers, boat cover,
dows, $4000 436-2203 safety accessories. Must
see to appreciate. Asking
leave message
$2950. Call 436-2358.
1989 CHEVY Dually, 4sp,
air, new tires. Looks & runs 1977 PROCRAFT bass
good_ Paris, 901-642-2077. boat, loaded for fishing.
753-2605
'77 Auto-RV Sales.
1990 CHEVY Sport pickup, 1994 JAVELIN 160 fibergblack, low miles, CD player lass bass boat, 90HP Evinw/speakers, loaded. Excel- rude, trailer, loader troller,
locator, electric anchor, etc
lent condition. 753-2616.
as new. 1 Tank gas, 2 hours
use, $9500 767-0485
'89 SUBARU GL,low miles,
many extras, warranty,
super nice Must see.
$4,999 753-7016

Rental and Sales

Phone: 753-6910
Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

20' PONTOON, $5500
Bass boat w/48hp motor,
$2800 436-2767
'88 BASS Tracker Pro 17,
40hp Mariner. 'very low
hours, drive-on trailer.
Many extras, $3,030 firm.
436-5203.
CELEBRITY BOATS18ft-31ft, many in stock.
Starting as low as $12,995
and up. Bear Creek Boat
WEAS. 800-354-9501.
MATCHING set, 1995 Polaris 650 SLE, Jet skis,
w/dual tilt trailer, $9800
436-2767

*1

•

QERRY'S

WANTED Pontoon boat,
good condition 753-9212

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

REPAIR on boats, motors,
pontoons Floors & seats
Salvage parts, reasonable
rates, 8 miles from Murray
at corner of 121 So & Hwy
280. Wayne Darnell Marine 502-436-5464

All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
CO SUNBURY

Civility Service
Free Estimates
24 Hour Service
Gutter Clean
Muth Herring
Landscaping
Hedge Trimming
Tres Spraying

.01) Brothe

Tree Service

530
SOIVICOS

7"-

Sortie's
*Nod

Mined

ANTENNA Repair and in
stalLabon Replace or install
quality Channel Master an
tonnes rotors and ampii
tiers Beasley s Antenna
Service
Buchanan
901 642 4077
ANTIQUE refinishing fur
niture repair 8 custom
woodworking 753 8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mator
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753 2455

ALL Brands, ZEBS VCR
REPAIR Prevent damage
we clean tapes accessories sold 759 5066
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
foundations, slabs, sidew
elks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certhed 489-2214

1995 SPLASH Sapphire
blue, 15xxx miles. female
driver 1994 Splash, black,
bed cover, ultra wheels,
light covers, tender trim,
lowered and tinted win
LICENSED for electric and
doe's, 22xxx miles
gas 753-7203
759-4677 after 5pm

1983 MALIBU wagon
759-4131

Cars Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

440
Lots
For Sale

A & A Lawn Care mowing,
hauling tree trimming
Free Estimates 436 5791,
436-2528

HALEY'S
11919Puck

HALEY Appraisals. Bob
Haley, state certified.
759-4218

530

1993 2 WHEEL di, GEO
Tracker, auto air hard top,
$ 7 495
Paris,
901 642 2077 '77 AutoRV Sales

Motorcycles

ACREAGE- 1-275 acres
Owner financing
7518-4713

5311

WELL maintained 3br, 1
bath, bock *Amyl, 2 car
garage, on large lot in town
Price $58,500 Serious in
quines only 753-6673
.170

30 ACRES with ow* home
489-2999

•
Used
Duda

Fenn
Peril.

COMMERCIAL Property,
Court Sq, Paris, Tn. City's
best location, owner financing. 502-759-4713,
901-642-5300.

500

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years ex
perience
BOBBY
HOPPER 436 5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation repair replace
men! 759 1515

We have been your custom builders in the
past. We are now expanding our business
to better meet your needs. In addition to
custom building, we can now take care of
your remodeling needs, additions wind or
water damage or replace your roofing

'Bruce Green
Building Contractors, Inc.
FREE Estimates: 753-8343

Custom
CABINETS
B WOODWORKING
Will Build To Your

Specifications!

• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672
630 N 4th St. (Neat to Laalatcr Plaatert • Murray
A DIVISION OF SOUTHERN WALL SYSTEMS. INC

ATTENTIONII I
Contractor or Home Builders

Cooksey's Plumbing
Licensed Master Plumber
Fres Estimates
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

Phone 436-2667
NM III
10

CLUE
CONSTRUCTION
Roofing Vinyl Siding • Concrete
New Construction Home Repairs

FREE ESTIMATES
502-759-9381

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in
Classifieds every day, including
the Shopper, for $175 a month
(paid in advance).
Rate Effective April 1. 1995

Call 753-1916 for details.

CONCRETE • REPAIR • RESTORATION
Driveway - Walkway - Patio - Porch
Patching - Coatings - Waterproofing
CRACKS Sealed Permanently - Free Estimates
Expansion Joints Installed - 10 Yr Warranty
RESTORE your DRIVEWAY - Local References

1-800-700-9464

•
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./v4417,CO
DiEtliReg
.
Since 1973
Serving Western KY and West TN

Does The Exterior Of
Your Home Need A Good
Spring Cleaning?
If So Give Us A Call

502-753-6490

Lewis Exterior
Cleaning
Gordon Lewis

Owner

Offered
Tree TrinmIng
Tree Removal
Stump Removal
Cleanup Service
Light Hauling, Etc.
Full Line of
Equrnent

Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB
Licensed & Insured

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

Al Al A TREE SERVICE.
stump removal, tree spraying, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning Licensed & insured, Full line of equip
merit, Free estimates Tim
Lamb
436-5744,
1-800-54S-5262.
4-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 436-2247
or 492-8737

Complete Remodeling

Service
A Professional Service
Specialising in Kitchens & Bathrooms
To help you plan your New Kitchen or Bathroom

Call 753-7617
for free quote or consulting.
Ii

•
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Homes
For fade

450

LARGE 3br in town,
washer, dryer, retry, stove 1YR Old, 3br, 2 bath deck
No pets, $350/mo + depo- with porch, gas & water
hookup, 3 miles north of
sit 759-1519
town in Mathis subdivision
NICE 3br, 1'A baths, West- For sale by owner
wood Subdivision Fenced 753-0895
beck yard central h/a, app',
w/d,. No pets $550/mo, 2 STORY on lake, Panarplus deposit & references oma Shores, 4br, 4 baths, 2
kitchens, 2 dining, 2 break753-4076
fast Pella windows with
blinds, many extras, 2 car
360
garage. Will trade for house
For Real
in Murray, $169,000
Or Leese
50 2 - 4 36 - 56 7 4 ,
CREEKVIEW Self-storage 800-937-9448.
warehouses on Center
3BR, 1 bath, electric heat,
Drive behind Shoney's
central air, 1500sq ft Fruit
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
trees, double garage, outbuildings 753-8161 after 5
365
In town
For Sale
3BR, 2 bath, large country
Or Leese
kitchen with appliances
TOBACCO barns, Dark Built in 88. central heat/ad,
fired AC- Burley. 759-4713 detached garage, 10 miles
north of Murray Mid 40's
370
437-3099 after 5pm
Livestock
5YR Old home & 36 acres
& Supple,
located south Graves Co,
HAY $2 00/bale Clover/ near Pilot Oak Priced
fescue mix 436-2569, $87,500 502-382-2528
759-5106
leave message
HOG equipment for sale BY Contractor New 4br,
Crates, feeders, feed bins, 2'4 bath house w/3 car
etc Call 489-2665 after5 garage Deluxe home with
all amenities You must see
this one Call 753-3903
380

SHOP 32x50, 4 o/h doors,
gas heat, 9x12 office. 404
N. 4th St. $400/mo, $350
w/o compressor. 753-3018.

STRONG Christian couple
seeks 1 or 2br house or apt
in Murray. Must be clean &
1979 NORRIS 14x65, well cared for. Central heat/
newly remodeled, incl. air preferred. Need ASAP
vinyl, carpet, windows, 2br, 753-1021, 753-9786
1 bath, excellent condition,
$9500 obo. 753-5816 after
5Prn.

206 South 6th

Fabrics
Lacs
All Notions
Assorted' Zippers

2BR mobile home, 04E.
474-2335.

BARBIE Doll collection. Priced to sell. After 6 on
weekdays, anytime
weekends 502-898-3611.

Income Tax
Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service

11IC AtIFIL

Noble
Homes For Rest

641 STORAGE available,
4x5, 5x10, 10x20, 10x25
753-5585.

iver,
pal-

- Full
mons,
it and
raphic
vents.
ms is
r at 40

260

Miscelaneous

WRECKED 1989 Dodge
Daytona ES, fixable 1
owner, $800 Jamison sofa
sleeper, mauve & creme, JUST received, 2 BIG
Truckloads of salvaged
$75 Call 345-2430
building material. Many
155
kinds. Classing it out &
selling it. Come see! PasAppliances
chall Salvage,'A mile from
REFRIGERATOR, $103 Hazel. 498-8964.
436-2767
WATER heaters, aN have
2-4500 watt heating ele160
ment, 5yr guarantee on
Home
glass lined tank. 42 GalFurnishing.
$142.99, 50 Gal- $149.99.
LIVING room couch, table Wallin Hardware, Pans.
amps Cheap. 1 603
270
Keeneland
Mobile
SOFA sleeper, brown, rust,
Hones For Sale
tan & light blue stripes,
$150. Call 435-4458 after 1977 28x64 DOUBLE wide
trailer, 3br, 2 bath, central
6Prn.
heat & air. Phone 759-4594
SOUTHWEST style couch
after 6pm.
and chair, 9mos old less
than half price, $395
1979, 14x65 CHALLEN767-0485
GER mobile home. Call
753-7822 after 5pm.
170

ts
not

Firewood

1992 14x60 ARDMORE
mobile home All appliances included, 2 decks,
excellent condition. Can remain on lot Priced to sell
759-4649

440

320
.
inEall
---,...

ty-

Arn.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 6, 1996

530
Services
°field

Mobile Home,
parrs & service. Evatiocit
vinyl underpining, Mourne
warranty, tan, beige, whim.
grey.
492-8488.
BOB S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free GENERAL home repairestimates 436-5832 or plumbing, roofing. 8 tree
trimming. Call 436-2642.
'53 1134
CARPET Repair Does HANDYMAN Company.
your carpet have wrinkles We do ltd Repair, replace
install or build. Special on
JI bad seams/ Call StockBACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system driveways hauling, toundations.
etc 759-4664

viol Carpet Installation
R(9pair tor a Free estimate
437 4272
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Speaal saes for
motor home. boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protecton high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

FOUR Star

vinyl siding soffit and facia
Call today 474-8621.
IF you are unhappy with
your present trash service
and would like good reliable
service or lust a special
pick-up.. Please call Donnas Trash. 753-0692,
436-2837, 436-5375.

CERAMIC Tile installation
Reasonable rates free estimates Professional results 435-4177 leave
message

KITCHEN CABINET REFACING. Make your old
new again** Formica. All
colors, free estimates.
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
CONSTUCTION WORK. KY 436-5560.
Decks, porches, garages, LAMB Brother Home Imcarports, additions, vinyl. provements, remodeling,
etc Free Estimates. All additions, roofing, siding,
work Guaranteed. Call free estimates. 436-2269.
Larry McBride at 436-2102
LAMB Brothers Tree SerCOUNTERTOPS, custom vice, stump removal,sprayHomes, trailers, offices. ing. Licensed 8 insured,
Wulff's Recovery, Murray. Free
estimates.
436-5560
50 2 - 4 36 - 5 7 4 4 ,
CUSTOM bulldozing and 1-800-548-5262.
backhoe work, septic sys- UCENSED master plum, tems, 354-8161 after 4pm, ber. Competent and roe
Horace Sholar.
sonable. 753-8663.
DAVID'S Cleaning Services. "Cleaning vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
,available. David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile.. Phone_ 502- 759-4734.
Cellular 502-853-1108.
DRYWALL, finishing, re
pairs. additions and blowing ceilings_ 753-4761

LONG Life. Repair leaks,
rod lines, remove tree
roots. Same day service.
436-2654.
PAINTING, interior, exterior, Roofing, home repairs,
,deaning. Free estimates.
436-5032.
PAPER
436-5002

hanging.

PLUMBING Repeat. All
types plumbing repair, induring thawing waMr Ines.
Reasonable rates,
502-437-4545.
PLUMBING repairs, last
service. 4365255.
SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Somali Gutter Co.
753-6433.
SUREWAY Treea Stump
Removal. Insured with
in.of equipment. Free estimate.. Day or night,
753-5484.
THE Gutter Co. Seamiest
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available.
759-4690.
TOMS Window Cleaning.
Res. a Commercial.

436-5389.
WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding, painting,
decks, additions, roofing,
20yrs experience, free estimates. 753-2592.

Receiving amnia during the lastgone of the 95-96 basketball season for the
Junior Warriors of Eastwood Christian Aced's*are left to right:ClintStewart
• Coach's Award; Ryan Humphrey • Hustler Award; Justin West- Best
Attitude. Shown in the background Is Larry Duffer, principal. Coachesfor the
Junior Motors were Kyle Conley and Kory Futrell.

Shown with Coach Jerry Conley (far left) are Eastwood Christian Academy
Varsity Warriors receiving awards during the last home game for the 95-96
basketball season.(L to R)Max Wainwright - Most improved; Kay Futrell Best Al Around; Kyle Conley - Coach's Award and Billy Houk - Senior
Awards.

WILL do mechanic work,
town mower maintenance
and repair. Also do total car
cleaning. Reasonable. Dependable. 759-4362.
WILL do roofing & carpentry work. 436-5043 ask for
David.
WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, camcorders, microwaves, Mon-Fri,9-12, 1-5.
Free estimates. Visa/MC
accepted. 753-0530.

5PC wood living room set
759-2369.
FREE house, must be torn
down
or
moved.
502-753-7443.

Receiving cheerleading awards for the 95-96 basketball season at Eastwood
Christian Academy are Brandy Boyd (L)senior award; and Emily Cutinl (R),
spirit award. Ubby Conley (center) Is the sponsor.

Pictured is Billy Houk of Eastwood Christian Academy scoring two points as
the Warriors defeated Trinity Christian In their final game for the 95-96 season
with an 82-36 victory. The Warriors had a 11-8 winning season. They are
coached by Jerry Conley.

Upward Bound celebrates 30th anniversary
progressed in its years, emphasis
during its initial years. "Upward decide if that's what I wanted to do.I
some of the things other kids had," band director and Beta Club and
has been placed on providing eviBound has been a success because it could not have imagined going to a
said Hooper, who was reared by a Drill Core sponsor.
was one of a few taxpayer'benefits,' college like Murray State. Without dence of what the program has
Originating out of the Higher
single parent providing for he and
as it invested in minds. It gave the help of the Upward Bound
done. Evaluation tools enable the
Education Act of 1965, Upward
his sister.
students opportunities they would program, I wouldn't have been able program to measure its effectiveThe Upward Bound alumnus, Bound is a TRIO program funded
otherwise not have, and through to attend..." he said.
ness. Yates said Upward Bound
who might not have attended col- by the United States Department of
this, they could be freed from
lege without the program's assis- Education, that provides assistance
Since its establishment on the maintains computerized documenburdens of the past," he said.
tance,has come a long way since his to 85 students from 14 schools in the
Murray State campus in 1966, it's tation of assessing a student's profiRecalling the program's constant easy to see that Upward Bound has ciency throughout the program. "I
high school days. A 1989 graduate Jackson Purchase area, and Trigg
success,a particular story stands out made great strides. The program, consider us successful if I can see a
of Murray State University, he County High School in the Pennyrholds a B.S. in mathematics,a B.A. ile. The program, which proVidis_ in Games mind. He distinctly re- _wJi.cb recently received a four-year student's progress. Upward oi Lind
in secondarY education, and-recen- instruction in the nececsary Skiui --TileffiberliitrUpWard Bound alert= grant of$1.37 million,has incorpor- overall success is Wily Attenninednus crediting the program for hav- ated the technology of interactive by the number of students who
tly received a rank-one education which enable students to succeed in
leadership certificate for principal college, targets students who meet ing turned his life around, not only
television to increase its service enroll in college," she noted.
academically, but on a social level efficiency.
Prior to her position at Murray
certification. He is currently pursu- an income criteria and/or have paas well."He said,'had it not been for
State,
Yates directed several state
ing an educational doctorate. This is rents neither of whom hold a fourPrior to the use ofITV,developed
the program,I would be either dead
and
federal
programs throughout
Hooper's first year as assistant prin- year college degree.
for
center
of
the
Miller
by Vi
or in jail. Upward Bound made me continuing education, Upward the Pennyrile. "Of the programs I
cipal of McNabb Elementary. Six
Dr. Vernon Gantt, a professor in
aware that there were other things in
years prior to this position,he taught the department of speech communiBound had to rely on parents to have done, this is probably the
mathematics and computer prog- cation and theatre at Murray State, life. I was shown there were choices
transport their children to one of two easiest one for me to believe in and
for me.' And that says a great deal,"
ramming at Tilghman High School,
monthly meetings at Murray State. be committed to," she said."There is
three counselors for
noted Gantt."He had a chance to see
in addition to serving as assistant served as one of
With this technological access, Up- something very special and gratifyUpward Bound during its first two
there was opportunity and that's
ward Bound may now bring the ing about working with the youth
years of service from 1966 to 1967.
what the program's about. It proand, hopefully, you'll have some
meeting
to its participants.
HOROSCOPES
He noted how the program not
vides students support instead of
Reaching her fourth year as di- real positive influence about the
only encouraged development of turning them loose."
of the Upward Bound prog- entire direction of their lives. It's a
rector
academic skills, but concentrated its
UHL•RSDAY. MARCH 7.1996
Hooper said he attributes his ram, Myra Yates said she's concen- way for me to give back what,
efforts in social aspects as well.
11-or %our personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
perseverance in pursuing a higher trating her efforts on accountability. obviously,someone took the time to
"People got to know each other on a
.late ot birth, call I -901)-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
education to the program's commit- She said that as the program has do with me."
ems a minute.)
ment to preparing him for college
personal level and a lot of steHAPPY BIRTHDAY!IN THE sult an accountant or attorney. Disreotypes were removed," he said. and enabling him to experience
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: cuss any differences of opinion with
S'ince that time, he has observed
collegiate life prior to his freshman
lour -keen insight makes all the dia- your partner in it constructive manthe program maintain the commityear at Murray State. The program
1,2ren,e s hen facing a rough deci- ner.
ment it was founded on-to instill
funded his tuition for enrollment in
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): in its participants,the ability,as well
:slow Itust yo-urself-fiehge all OthEnglish 101 and 102 at the univerers. Confiding in a child will Something that meant a lot to'you in
as the incentive, to successfully
sity following both his junior and
.improxe your relationship. Rely on the past. no longer matters. Breathe
complete a program of postseconsenior
years of high school. In
intellect as well as your a deep sigh of relief. Betterdays lie
dary
studies.
addition,
Hooper resided on campus
ahead! If romance is on your agenThe Department of Industrial and also be included. This workshop
rust ilk-is. Original ideas could help
Hooper is like many of the sucduring a six-week summer program. Engineering Technology at Murray will be held in room 253R of the
da. pursue it.
‘tql land that coveted executive
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): cess stories Ganu recalls from his "That experience allowed me to State will be hosting three work- Collins Center.
piisition. Brighten up _WM" social life
look at the college campus and shops to train people for technologiht making subtle changes in your Important news arrives today. experience in assisting the program
The "Geometric Dimensioning
altitude and surroundings. 1997 will Remaining in a ho-hum job or relacal job positions in the future. and Tolerancing" workshop will
hring a golden financial offer your tionship would be a mistake. InvesOn March 11-12 two workshops study the basic and advanced princitigate other avenues. You can widen
"cat . Take quick action.
titled "Introduction to AutoCAD" ples of Geometric Dimensioning
-CELEBRITIES BORN ON your network of business contacts
and "Train-the-Trainer" will be pre- and Tolerancing. Topics will inTHIS DAY: vveather man Willard by joining a professional group or
sented,
and on March 14-15 a clude tolerancing, applications for
Solt!. iennts star [van Lendl. actress - social club.
workshop
will be held concerning functional design, GD&T symbols
21):
SCORPIO
(Oct.
23-Nov.
composer
Maurice
Anna Magnani.
"Geometric
Dimensioning and and characteristics,and the relationYou can make a dream come true if
Rael.
ship of GD&T practice to convenThe
23rd
annual
School
news
photojournalism,
High
(part
two),
Tolerancing."
hard.
A
friend
19):
continue
to
work
-April
you
ARIES (Nia4rch 21
tional dimensioning tolerancing.
improving
school
Journalism
and
yearbooks
(part
Broadcasting
WorkThe
"Introduction
to
AutoCAD"
[wawa' assistance for a college- offers assistance with a delicate situtwo); and legal problems and the workshop is a beginning course in This training is customized to client
bound teen-ager puts you in a cheer- ation. Focus on becoming more shop will soon be held at Murray
State University. Approximately editorial page.
AutoCAD. This workshop is for needs such as: the level of instrucIn I
Protect the value of your independent.
Journalism and Mass Communi- people with little or no technical or tion, number of hours and use of
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 200 high school students from arhome by making timely repairs. A
problem ins oR ing an dderly person 21): A friend with a case of wander- ound the region are expected to cations faculty members participat- computer experience. Upon com- company product samples and
is less serious than expected.
lust tries to Persuade you to travel to
in
the event include pletion, each student should be prints. All elements focus participgather on March 8 to take part in this ing
-TAURUS April 20-May 20): A an exotic locale. Although you like educational program.
McGaughey, Joe Hedges, Dr. John familiar with the AutoCAD prog- ants on client-specific problems
!licat day for getting to the heart of a the idea of immersing yourself in a
The Murray State University De- Dillon, Dr. Roger Haney, Orville ram, be able to identify its power applicable to the client, the comproblem or impasse. A marital or different culture, the timing may not
partment of Journalism and Mass Herndon, Paul Isom, Barry John- and limitations, and grasp its poten- pany and their products:- " --business partnership can be
be right.
Communications will be hosting the son, Dr. Ann Landini, Jeff Prater, tial for application. Each participant
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. annual event. The chairman of the
strengthened if you employ.. tact. An
Times and location ofthese trainGill Welsh and Dr. Allen White. will gain familiarity with basic
19): The news from afar may be dis- department,
older person helps you cut through
ing
programs can be customized for
Dr.
Robert
.„
Regional
professionals
taking
AutoCAD
commands,
execute
appointing. Avoid delegating a job
red tape.
those
who are unable to attend the
McGaughey, will be involved in the part in the workshop include Bill basic 2-D drawings, work on 486
GEMINI (Mav. 2I -June 20): you should handle personally. Barworkshop. These progstandard
-Something you read in the newspa- gain airline or train fares can be one-day event as workshop director Farr and Steve Catlett of Taylor IBM compatible computers using rams will be tailored to meet the
coordinator.
and
AutoCAD
13
for
Publishing
Company;
Windows.
This
Harold
per could give you a business idea. obtained if you act quickly.
The workshop will consist of two
McGeehee, Wayne Rushing and workshop will be held in room 254 needs for time, location and topics.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 4,81:
Investigate at once but keep your
Each session includes 14 hours of
findings to yourself. A message con- Your-ability to make short work of a sessions with 19 different programs Johnny Lovier of Jostens; and Bob of the Martha Layne Collins Center training, with sessions being held
from
which
for
students
and
Industry
and
their
advisTechnology
at
Valentine,
president
of
employer
or
Medical
will
dazile
an
problem
cerning money could be garbled.
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on both
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): client. Refrain from giving unsolicit- ers may choose. Sessions will be Claims Services of America and Murray State University.
a
former
advice.
Refuse
to
let
conducted from 9:45 am.to 1 p.m. Theatre Arts Enterprises.
"Train-the-Trainer is a work- days. Each workshop has a limit of
Look beyond the immediate. A spe- ed
The first session includes progcial relationship may need reevalua- lover hold your heart hostage.
Registration for the conference shop designed to provide the neces- 15 students. The established fee is
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): rams on writing newspaper col- begins at 8:30 a.m. on the rust floor sary skills to meet the training $225 per workshop. Pro-rated distion:. Are you getting what you really need? Spend time alone thinking Others make tough demands: hold
umns,features and review, desktop of the Curris Center. For more requirements of business and indus- counts are available for multiple
things through, Singles need .19 be your ground. Contracts signed,today
publishing, producing a radio show, information, please contact the De- try. This workshop includes hands- applicants from the same company.
will make yourlinanaal future more
open-minded.
covering school sports, improving
partment of Journalism and Mass on involvement of the participants. For additional information or to
LEO (July Ii-Aug. 22): Be dili- secure. Do not sell yourself short. reporting skills, selling ads,produc- Communications at (502) 762- The needs of adult learners and how register for a workshop, please call
gent. A financial question merits , Learn to play a waiting game in ing dynamic television news (pan 2387.
to make a training presentation will (502) 762-3636.
•
prompt attention. If necessary. con- romance.
and
one)
improving school yearbooks (pan one).
next.
TODAY'S CHILDREN will be mellow one moment. excited the
The second session will feature
They love anything to do with water and will become excellent swimmers if
improving
newspaper design;
Pisces
like
while
to ponder a
given lessons at an young age. Typically these
before making important decisions. Encourage them to trust their instincts selecting computer software; sports
when a speedy choice is required.,Idealistic and generous. these children are writing; designing effective ads;
eager to do the right thing. It is essential that they wed someone who shares covering health, fitness and recreaEach dme you wash dishes by hand you use abOut 20 gallons of water.
tion; producing dynamic television
their strong moral values.
Marking its 30th anniversary,
Murray State University's Upward
Bound Program has several reasons
to celebrate as its dedication for the
past three decades has influenced
students to achieve a higher education.
Seeing is believing noted Scott
Hooper, assistant principal of
McNabb Elementary School in Paducah."It was a great benefit to me.
-Because of the program, I was able
to pursue the education I needed,"
he said.
As a tenth-grader at Tilghman
High School in Paducah, Hooper
was targeted by the program."I was
considered an 'at risk' student due to
the financial means of my family.
My mother was not able to pay for
my college and because of my
background, I had not experienced

Technical workshops
set at Murray State

Annual event to
feature programs
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TODAY IN HISTORY

girls and Reed and Rosa for Marshall boys.
Thirty years ago
Dan C. Hutson, owner and
manager of Hutson Chemical Co.,
Murray, is one of 11 top North
American fertilizer executives
who will speak at a meeting of
Administrative Center of International Minerals and Chemical
Corp., Stokie, Ill., March 8 and 9.
In semi-finals of Fourth District High School Basketball
Tournament, Murray High beat
North Marshall and South Marshall -beat Benton, according to
the story written by Sports Editor
Gale Garrison. High team scorers
were Steve Doran for Murray,
Beth for North Marshall, Cothran
for South Marshall and Powell
for Benton.
Rex Farmer Galloway, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Harding Galloway,
is a graduate student in management major and marketing minor
at Memphis State University.
Forty years ago
Sp3 James W. Cooper of Rt. 1,
Hazel, is now serving at Beale
Air Force Base, California, with
the 130th Engineer Aviation
Brigade.
The Singing Speer Family of
Nashville, Tenn., will present a
concert on March 17 at Almo
High School. This is being sponsored by Almo PTA.
Births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmie McGee, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Willis McKendree,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
D. W nn.

Ten years ago
Murray High School has won
for the third year in a row the
annual Kentucky State Drama
competition,' The play was "Oh
Dad, Poor. Day, Mama's Hung
You in the Closet and I'm Feeling So Sad." Cast members were
Ricky Jobs, Michelle Garland,
Ken Hainsworth and Nancy
Smith with Mark Etherton as
coach.
Staci Tidwell, a senior at Calloway-County High School, is the
new alternate to the 1986 Kentucky Dairy Princess. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
Tidwell.
Murray State University Racers
beat Austin Peay State University
78 to 66 in the opening session of
the Ohio Valley Conference
Basketball Tournament.
Twenty years ago
A page feature about quilting
at South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church is published.
The story and pictures were by
Staff Writer and Photographer
David Hill.
M.C. Garrott writes about his
visit to Murphy's Pond with Joe
Tom Erwin, Dr. W.J. Pitman, Dr.
Harold Eversmeyer and Dr. Charles Smith in his column, "GarroU's Galley."
In opening games of Fourth
District _High School Basketball
Tournament, both the Murray
High Girls and Boys defeated
Marshall County teams. High
team scorers were Tammy Boone
for MHS girls, Andrea Perry for
MHS boys, Smith for Marshall

Today is Wednesday, March 6, the 66th day of 1996. There are 300
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 6, 1836, the Alamo in San Antonio, Texas, fell to Mexican forces after a 13-day siege.
On this date:
In 1806. poet Elizabeth Barrett Browning was born in Durham,
England.
lh 1933, a nationwide bank holiday declared by President Roosevelt
went into effecL
In 1935, retired Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr.
died in Washington.
In 1944, U.S. heavy bombers staged the first American raid on Berlin during World War II. (A second raid took place two days later.)
In 1967, the daughter of Josef Stalin, Svetlana Alliluyeva, appeared
at the U.S. Embassy in India and announced her intention to defect to
the West.
In 1981, Walter Cronkite signed off for the last time as principal
anchorman of. "The CBS Evening News."
In 1987, 189 people died when water rushed through the open bow
doors of the Herald of Free Enterprise, causing the British ferry to
capsize off the Belgian port of Zeebrugge.
Ten years ago: A Soviet spacecraft, the Vega 1, came within 5,270
miles of Halley's Comet, sending back TV images of the comet,
which was making a return appearance to this solar system after 76
years.
Five years ago: Following Iraq's capitulation in the Persian Gulf
conflict, President Bush told a cheering joint session of Congress that
"aggression is defeated. The war is over."
One year ago: The Republican-controlled House took up businefsbacked legislation to alter the civil legal system over White House
objections that some of the-proposals were too extreme (the House
passed the measure the following day).
Today's Birthdays: TV. personality Ed McMahon is 73. Conductor
Sarah Caldwell is 72. Former FBI and CIA director William Webster
is 72. Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan is 70. The mayor of
Washington D.C., Marion S. Barry Jr. is 60. Soviet cosmonaut Valentina Tereshkova is 59. Sen. Christopher Bond, R-Miss., is 57. Actor
Ben Murphy is 54. Opera singer Dame Kini Te Kanawa is 52. Actordirector Rob Reiner is 51.
Thought for Today: "To have doubted one's own first principles, is
the mark of a civilized man." — Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr., U.S.
Supreme Court justice (1841-1935).

DAILY COMICS

DEAR ABBY: A tew years ago,
my brother, "Leonard," stayed with
me while he was in the process of
getting a divorce. His son, "Craig,"
visited him several times. On one of
those visits, Craig received an invitation to dinner, and because he
had not brought a tie, I loaned him
one of my late husband's ties. I also
loaned him one of my husband's
rings.
For some reason, Craig had the
ring appraised the next day, and
asked to take it with him to show
his girlfriend. He promised to
return it on his next visit. When he
came again, he claimed to have forgotten to bring it with him.
After my brother got his divor4;
he found his own apartment and I
never saw Craig again, although I
frequently took meals to my brother
and stayed with him for several
days in a row.when he became very
ill. Craig never called or visited his
sick father.
Leonard died last month. A few
days later, when I went to his
apartment, I found it empty —
Craig had cleaned it out and didn't
leave me even one memento of my
beloved brother.
I called Craig to insist that he
return my husband's ring. He said,
"Oh. I lost that ring years ago."
Abby. I can't afford.a lawyer to
help me get the ring back, and even
if I could afford one. Craig, a pharmacist, would probably fight me for
t. I'm not so concerned about the
frionetary value as I am the sentimental value, but if he sold it or lost
it, he should pay me for it.
I want Craig to see my letter in
your column and feel ashamed for
taking a ring that means so much to
me.
NO RING, NO BROTHER,
NO FAIR

CONTRACT BRIDGE

BLONDIE

A Fight to the Bitter End

THS LOOKS LIKE THE
START OF A vERY
EXPENSIVE FRIENDSHIP

South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
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CATHY
WitAT--1€ THE FDA APPROVES TWIt-L-WE TAKE THE ANTI- T
THEL
NEW ANTI-FAT PIL
Pitl. AND EAT NOR/AAL FAT
AND is..s0 APPROVES
NEW ... OR SKIP THE PILL AND
NON-FAT FAT, CATHY?
]LIST EAT NON-FAT FAT?

(

CHARLENWT TALKARE 'IOU

ING ABOUT

• WEtt. TAKE 1HE ANTi-FAT
PILL AND EAT NON-FAT FAT
AND HAVE OUR BONES SO
PROGRAMINED AGAINST

y tette
WITH A
VISIONARY.

FAT THEV WON'T EVEN NO-
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THINKERS ARE
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ALWAYS A FEW
+ A 96 2
STEPS AHEAD
The bidding:
Of SCIENCE
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
I THINK ITS NEST MAT YOU
GET To srAy AT MY PLACE
WHILE Vol"?Pest-WS ARE
AWRY,Liz
p(ME

EAST
48742
IP 85
+10852
+753

MY MOM SAYS'1°t)'1°t)NEVER REALLy
KNOW SOMEONE- UNTIL
YOU'VE LIVED WITH

-mem

West

North East

1 IP
Redble Pass
Dble
Pass
1•
2 11
Pass
4
Opening lead — six of hearts.
Let's say you get to four hearth on
the bidding shown and West leads a
trump. Its certainly not hard to figure out where the missing high cards
are. You're looking at 26 high-card
points,so there's a good chance that
West, for his double, has all the
missing points.
It might therefore seem that
you must lose two spades, a diamond and a club and go down one.

GARFIELD
THERE ARE MICE RONNINC5
ALL OVER THIS HOUSE, AND
THERE YOU LIE!

.. AND YOL1
CALL YOURSELF

MOO

A CAT!
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PEANUTS
FOR'151•10W AND TELL"

TODA( I HAVE BROUGHT
A PIRATE AND HIS
PARROT

THAT'S NOT A PIRATE AND
A PARROT!THAT'S A STUPID
D06 AND A USELESS BIRD!

BLACKBEARD
WOULD HAVE
DROPPED HIM
OVERBOARD,
MA'AM

Lam
•

1 — of Pigs
4 Boxing blow
(abbr.)
6 "Little Man
Tate" star
11 Followed
orders
13 Leaks
15 Brynner ID
16 Forays
18 '—fair in
love ..."
19 Dry wine
21 Sportscaster
Gowdy
-22 — Mans
23 Son of Hagar
26 Actress
Joanne —
29 Aware of
31 Bric-a- —
33 'Twins" actor
(inits.)
34 Visitors
37 Liable to
litigation
39 Army off.
40 Is in debt

WORRIED MOTHER
IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR WORRIED MOTHER:
Every parent should insist that
their children refuse to ride
with anyone who has been
drinking. And that goes for
adults, too. While it may anger
the driver, better an angry driver than a serious — or fatal —
accident.
What teens need to know about sex,
drugs, AIDS, and getting along with
peers and parents is in "What Every
Teen Should Know." To order, send a
business-sized, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for $3.95
($4.50 in Canada) to: Dear Abby, Teen
Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris.,
61054-0447.(Postage is included.)

DR. GOTT

DEAR DR. GOTT: What is chromium picolinate? It is recommended as a
diet supplement and fat burner, while
maintaining muscle. Am I wasting my
money purchasing this product?
DEAR READER: Little is known
about chromium,_a necessary_ trace
element for normal metabolism.
Despite unfounded claims by proponents of chromium therapy, there is
no sound scientific evidence that supplemental doses of the mineral
enhance health or prevent disease
At present, nutritional experts recommend against chromium supplediscarding a diamond from dummy, ments, because a balanced diet conand exit with the king of diamonds. tains more than enough. Therefore,
you are probably wasting your money
West wins with the ace, but is a

DEAR DR. GOTT: You recently
dead pigeon. If he returns a diamond, you ruff in dummy and dis- answered my question on frequent
card the jack of spades, while if he urination and indicated that, after the
returns a spade instead, he likewise many tests I had, I should see an
presents you with your tenth trick. internist and possibly have a blood
It simply goes to show that if you test for diabetes, a cardiogram, and
know where the opponents' high an X-ray for possible heart failure. I
cards are,you can sometimeschange approached my doctor, who is under
an HMO-plan, and he doesn't agree
a losing cause into a winning one.
with you. He says you really go overTomorrow: A play fit for a monarch.
board sometimes with your answers.
Prior to joining the HMO, he was compassionate. Now he makes me feel
like a piece of machinery and he is a
mechanic. Since my wife's company is
under this HMO plan, I can't switch
doctors. Where do I go from here?
DEAR READER: Just because a
42 Small bodies
doctor joins a Health Maintenance
of land
Answer to Previous Puzzle
Organization doesn't mean that he
43 Curved letter
has to leave good medical judgment at
45 Small wind
Y A
S @ARLS
the door. I know, because I am a
instrument
C RATIOS
OUE
member of several HMOs.
48 Poston ID
UM
ERNE
111 E
50 Hawaiian
Your doctor is, of course, incorrect
AYN
NOU T
ANA
instruments
Frequent urination can indicate a
51 — Ben
SIIII T TAHOE EN
serious underlying disorder, such as
54 Go on the
diabetes, that should be treated. I
IMPEL
NUGGEEIS
lam
thought
that my suggestions were
alARD
USEE
56 Cater
quite parsimonious and fairly stanweapon
HAP LIASS SEGAL
dard. A blood sugar test, cardiogram
58 As far as
AP
ACT I al lil A L I
59 Kind of
and chest X-ray shouldn't cost more
GEM HERE
R
beard
than a couple hundred bucks, hardly
AMIN
ER
61 Mented
enough to make a dent in the HMO's
63 "God — you"
RATHER V
D
profits. and surely worthwhile if they
64 Mitchum ID
NOL
LS
E
E
uncover an affliction that could, in the
65 Fed. agcy.
future, cost thousands of dollars-to
3-6 © 1996 United Feature Syndicate
correct.
DOWN
6 Buffoons
Park'
Also. I'm sorry that your doctor
17 Colorless
7 Beast of
d
1 '—Town'
believes that I sometimes "go overburden
20 Quote
2 A Lane
board" with my answers. If I do. I
8 Double
24 Indifferent
3 Old pronoun
guess
it's because the people who •
actor
9
Didn't
Soap
work
25
of
4 Husband
write me seeking advice are often at
10 Lamprey
Laurence —
Jane
the ends of their ropes and I want to
12 12 mos.
27 Harsh
Seymour
14 'Jurassic
breathing
5 Hatred
be reasonably thorough. Many of
28 Utilizes
these readers have suffered unneces29 morously
sarily, as you have, at the hands of an
amorously
HMO "mechanic," who is less interanfilm
d
30
ested in practicing good medicine
32 TV's latest
Superman
than in making a tidy profit. But that's
35 Couple
the subject for another essay.

CROSSWORDS

ACROSS

my 14-year-old daughter, "Amy,"
baby-sat for one of her regular customers. When she got home around
midnight, she was visibly shaken
"Jane." the mother of the child Amy
was watching, was drunk when she
drove my daughter home. The
drive, which should have taken I()
minutes, had taken 45 minutes
because Jane kept swerving and
making wrong turns that took her
away from where she was supposed
to be going.
I instructed my daughter to
refuse to ride with any parent who
had been drinking. She is to call nit,
to come get her when she suspects a
parent isn't sober.
Abby, I remember encountering
that problem as a girl. It's not easy
for a teen to know when an adult
has been drinking and to refuse tii
get in the car.
Adults should be responsible
enough not to take a child's life into
their hands. Unfortunately, when
people have been drinking, their
judgment is impaired, so parents
should insist that when in doubt.
their children call home for a ride
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WEST
+ A Q 95
If 6 3
• A J 97
+ K 84

However, if you give the situation
further thought, a ray of hope
emerges. You can probably endplay
West ifthe cards are divided the way
you think they are.
Accordingly, you win the trump
lead with the nine, play the jack of
trumps to the queen,lead the queen
of clubs and finesse. As expected,
West takes his king and returns a
club. You win with the ten,continue
with the jack, and overtake it with
the ace as both defenders follow suit.
You now have West over a barrel. You carefully refrain from cashing the nine of clubs and, instead,
lead the three of diamonds. West
follows low — he would hand you the
contract if he went up with the ace
— and dummy's queen wins the
trick. You then return to your hand
with a trump, cash the club nine,

DEAR NO FAIR: To make
sure Craig sees his shameful
behavior in print, send him this
column. But don't count on getting your ring back unless you
take legal action. A judgment in
small claims court may force
him to return the ring or be in
trouble with the law. Good luck.
DEAR ABBY: Last Friday night,

MEM ME EMMEN
MEM= MINIMEN
ME MEM= BM
MEM MINIM ME
MMINIMME
ME= MEM NM
MOM= MUM
NM MOM
ME=
MEMMEMM
MN WM= Mild
MN= WM= ME
MIMI= MOM=
NM= MI MIN
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HI, I JUST OPENED VIViANS
DRESS SHOP ACROSS
THE STREET!
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It seems to me that you have several options. The most appropriate is to
appeal your doctor's decision to the
medical director of the HMO. Make a
stink. Rant and rave. Really shake
them up. Perhaps if more patients in
HMOs took this tack, the organizations would become more sensitive to
people's needs.
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A second option is to change physicians within the HMO. In this way,
you might be able to discover a compassionate doctor who will be more
attentive.
The -third option is to seek a good
practitioner outside the plan. This will
cost you some money, but the expense
may be well worth the trouble if the
new physician diagnoses your condition
and prescribti appropriate therapy
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Senors among top voters in Calloway

(1111 1 1

The highest percentage of Callo- to 24-years-old, the figures show. voters registered as Independents or from 9.6 percent in the yougest age
way Countians who voted in the last .Only one in five —20.5 percent — with party affiliations other than group to 45.9 percent in the over62
general election were in the 50to62 of Kentuckians in that age range Democrat or Republican ranged years-old category.
years-old age group, according to a voted in the last general election.
report released by Secretary of State
In the age category of25 to 34 the
John Y. Brown III.
percentage of votes cast increased to
Of the 19,791 persons then regis- 29.7 percent and rose to 47.7 pertered in the county, 8,910 or 45 cent in the 35-49 year-old group.
percent voted in the general election
Statewide figures show that 57.6
last November. A total of 47.9 percent of the voters in the 50 to 62
percent of the county's 15,814 regis- age group voted and that 56.9
Don't wait until an accident to
tered Democrats voted and 39.5
percent of the voters aged 62 and
percent
of
the
2,689
find
out that you're not totally
Republicans
in
over
went
to
polls
last
November.
WASHINGTON — U.S. Senator Wendell Ford (D-KY) met with constituents
the county went to the polls. Of the
The percentage of women who
covered. See me today about
who recently visited Washington, D.C. as,part of the Kentucky Farm Bureau
1,288 registered with no party pre- voted compared to that of men who
your auto policy.
tour. Ford spoke at the Farm Bureau's Congressional Breakfast and later took
ference
or with a different political
voted was about equal in the age
part In an afternoon question and answer session with the group.
affilication, 19.8 percent voted last groups of 17 to 24 and 25-34. Two
Ashley Ross • 753-0489 • Ross Insurance
November.
percent more men than women
The statewide voter turnout for
voted in the 35-49 age group.
the last general election was 44.4
In the age category of 50 to 62 owilLill
,i,...t.,.........mystwAirsiAajaiw1
V1,71410111SiirdifTlirlW-,
tgrIlillilL
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percent. Only 21 percent of the four percent more men than women t)ii-,,i0iFT, .• ... III
1, "or,ip er: -I votar•-aw VIC.••••.,...r64-co. . 1 s.‘1;•/
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state's voters went to the polls for
voted. The largest difference be- 't'i
411,140i We Feature Name Brand Tires
last year's May primary election. tween men and women voters was
,.
Laramie • Remington
The figures were compiled by the
1011.1114.1k
in the 62 and over category where
ductory speech, students will be
Murray State University has deFirestone • Michelin
110$UN
UNIROY
10 percent more men than women
able to attend two 20-minute State Board of Elections which
illitS`
signated March 23 as its annual
Brown
chairs.
—
Open
Saturdays
Until
4ttli‘
Noon—
voted.
,Junior Jam Day for all high school= academic presentations at the
"The
records
from
the
last
elecD.
.1
academic colleges of their choice.
juniors. Junior Jam Day is a special
The percentage of difference betion show that voting increases as
include
business
colleges
MSU's
time when all area high school
tween Democrat and Republican tLI:-11-:
19N17.
and public affairs, education, fine citizens age,a trend which has been
juniors are invited to visit Murray
voting was no more than two per- .1 tru 1
consistent
for
the
past
20
years,"
arts and communication, humanisState to learn more about the univerEast Main • 753-5606
IC.ii...wiii14)
cent in any age category, according
Brown said.
sity. According to Kathy Hillyard, tic studies,industry and technology,
The
to
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lowest
statewide
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assistant director of school relawere by those in the age range of 17
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tions, parents and students will be
able to meet with representatives the opportunity to talk with currently enrolled MSU students about
from academic colleges, tour the
MSU campus and find out what is campus organizations and clubs.
Campus tours will be held from
available and how to apply for
2:30-3:30 p.m., with closing rescholarships and financial aid.
marks to follow at 4:30 p.m. in the
The school relations office is the
sponsor for this yearly event and has Curris Center Ballroom.
"This program is as successful as'
planned several activities for the
day. "I feel that Junior Jam Day is our Summer Orientation program,
however,it is not as detailed. Junior
successful because it allows students the, opportunity to meet with Jam Day allows students and their
faculty from different areas. Most of parents a chance to see the Murray
these students are undecided in their State campus for the first time," said
Hillyard.
major, so students are able to pick
This event is free and tbere is no
up information about different capre-registration required. For more
reer choices," said Hillyard.
information call school relations
Registration will be held from
12:30-1 p.m.on the first floor of the
locally at 762-28% or toll-free at 1
Curris Center. Following an intro- (800) 272-4MSU.

Covered?

Junior Jam Day set
for March 23 at MSU

V

Holland Tire Co.

Month designated for students
—•

One important question which
prospective college students, as
well as current students,may have is
how to pay for their college education. Ifs an important consideration..
becauseit directly affects the future
of students and their families.
In recognition of how important
aid is to today's college students, the
month of February was designated
and celebrated as Student Financial
Aid Awareness Month. The Kentucky Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators sponsored
several events publicizing the fact
that funds(grants, loans and student
employment) are available to students desiring to further their education beyond high school.
The K.A.S.F.A.A. is an organization of financial aid administrators
and lending personnel from the state
of Kentucky. The organization addresses both programs and training
as they relate to student financial
aid.
Johnny McDougal, director of
student financial aid at Murray State
University, believes that, "the purpose of Student Financial Aid
Awareness Month was to raise
awareness of student financial aid
opportunities for currently enrolled
and prospective students. This
awareness effort includes realistic

cost estimates to attend school, and
financial aid filing instruction and
assistance. As a Kentucky university participation in this effort, Murray State's siiident financial, aid.
office has provided numerous financial aid workshops in the region.
Information of financial aid. filing
dates has also been provided on
cable channels, local high school
channels and WKMS on campus.
The office has completed mailings
to high school counselors about the
importance of students filing early."
Financial Aid Awareness Month
was endorsed by a proclamation
signed by Gov. Paul Patton.
McDougal said Patton selected the
month of February as Financial Aid
Awareness Month because it is the
appropriate time to plan for the
coming school year. It is also the
time of the year when students and
parents are completing their federal
tax returns. Tax return information
is needed to complete the financial
aid application.
McDougal said that K.A.S.F.A.A. will evaluate the efforts
made by each higher education
institution in the state and provide a
final report. "Hopefully, we will
receive some new ideas and further
enhance our awareness program at
Murray State."

The Sort Of Sale
That Attracts
The Worst Kind vx
Of Miserly,
Cheap, Chiseling,
Penny-Pinching
Tightwads.
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MARCH SPECIALS by
$11,900 - 14x50 - 2 Bedroom, 1 Bath

103 S. Third Street
Murray, KY 42071

PRICE WCLUDES:
.Delivery.SetUp
-Wall to Wall Carpel

-Snack Bar
-Stove

-Retrgerator

$16,900 - 14x60, 2 Bedroom, 1 1/2 Bath

ALL KIDDING, ASIDE
PRICE INCLUDES:
-Detwery-Set-Up -Ceding Fan
-Vinyl Song
-Vaulted Caltng

$20,900

-Wall-to-Wall Carpet -Garden Tub
-30 Gal Hot WaW Heater
-SINN* Roof

16x76, 3 Bedroom, 2 Bath
PRICE INCLUDES:

-Detivery Set Up
-ceding Fan

-Stove
-Storm Windows

Down Payment

Carpet
-Garden Tub

•Fletrigerator
-Upgrade 1^s.,lat

See Our Selection of 14' Single Wides:
16' Single Wocies 11 Triple Wick's

.
HOMES, INC.
•

(901) 644-0012

Open 7 Days a Week
Hwy. 79 E, Paris, TN
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1-800-533-3568

For one week only,
March 7th - 14th
every item is drastically reduced
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